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Young, cool, smart, active, that is VONDOM, a leader 
company in design, manufacturing and commercialization 
of avant-garde outdoor furniture, pots, lamps and out-
door rugs. 

DESIGN DESIGN DESIGN
Design is VONDOM’s passion, with this passion the com-
pany is able to collaborate with major worldwide design-
ers as Stefano Giovannoni, Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, 
Javier Mariscal, Karim Rashid, A-cero, Ramón Esteve and 
others. VONDOM design allows to offer our customers 
a unique and exclusive ambient to their homes and spaces 
featuring pure Mediterranean style.

DEVELOPE & PRODUCE
VONDOM manufactures all the products and exports 
all over the world directly from Spain. Advanced tech-
nology and ecological raw materials are used in processes 
to satisfy the demanding requirements of the customers. 
VONDOM is participating to highly important internation-
al fairs such as: Salone Internazionale del Mobile Milano, 
Maison & Objet Paris, Hospitality Design Las Vegas, Furni-
ture China Shanghai…

- Material: LLDPE Resin. Low density linear polyethylene. 
UL94 HB.
- Process: Rotational Moulding.
- Resistant to UVI. Factor UV8, equivalent to 8.000 hours 
of Florida sunLight.
- Resistant to extreme temperatures (-60ºC to + 80ºC) / 
(-76ºF to 176ºF)
- Shock Resistant.
- Light weight
- The planters are easily drilled to make drain holes.
- Recyclable 100%.
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VELA ROUND DAYBED
By RAMÓN ESTEVE
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F3 SIDE TABLE F3 CHAIR

F3 = Form follows function…
A collection based on mathematical surfaces that 
flow freely until the perfect role of each compo-
nent is accomplished. It is a design that appears sim-
ple, but requires an accurate study of engineering 
and high precision, creating a stackability as yet un-
seen in rotational molding.

F3 CLUB CHAIR

by FABIO NOVEMBRE
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AND Collection is a spatial concept, a volume that 
cuts through the air, creating emotional turbulence for 
those who get swept up in it. AND is the reflection 
of the DNA of a generation that has embraced co-ex-
istence while denying tyranny. A_N_D_:_ _i_t_’s_ 
_t_i_m_e_ _f_o_r_ _c_o_n_j_u_n_c_t_i_o_n_._ _

ADAN Collection, faceted, like that of a diamond. 
Multifunctional architecture pieces, used as vases, 
seats, flower pots, auxiliary tables, made of materi-
als that allow for both outdoor and indoor use.

by TERESA SAPEY

by FABIO NOVEMBRE
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PEDRERA chair was inspired by “La Pedrera”, a 
unique building built in Barcelona 1906-1912 by 
the architect Antonio Gaudí. Light and comfortable 
chair that imitates the movement of the sea. 

by EUGENI QUITLLET
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AFRICA chair. The most simple things are the most 
original... The most original thing is to be simple...” The 
essence of this object is contained in its simple and 
natural form. It is a de sign created to be close to 
your tribe of friends, just as its designer states. 

by EUGENI QUITLLET 
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The BUM BUM Collection has tubular shapes and 
allows to experiment with light and sound simul-
taneously. It’s “argonautic” form enables to create 
a new envi ronment, as well as atmospheric spaces, 
wherever you are. 

by EUGENI QUITLLET
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MARI-SOL, a table that combines technology in its 
func tion with sensuality in its shape. It has different 
dimensions which allow it to adapt to any environ-
ment. It is collaps ible, which makes it practical and 
ideal for interior or exterior places.

WALL STREET, an Urban-Nature chair that is re-
peated end lessly to be shared with others. Its light-
ness, material and sensual and elegant shapes create 
a unique object for using inside or outside.

by EUGENI QUITLLET
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The BLOOM Lamp and Planter.  
Lights by night, buds by day...

by EUGENI QUITLLET

14

by EUGENI QUITLLET

The BUM BUM Collection is made up of a sofa, a 
table, an armchair and “toro”(bull), a unique member 
with a great variety of functions. 
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by ROSS LOVEGROVE

The BIOPHILIA Collection explores a new avenue 
of design that forms a dialogue between time, shape 
and space. It combines the trend-setting natural de-
sign of the Sagrada Famila by Antonio Gaudi, VON-
DOM’s expertise in advanced rotational moulding 
technology and the ongoing line of research of digi-
tal transfer ence into contemporary design. 
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The DELTA table has a remarkably smart appearance. It is made to fit in with exte-
rior or interior contemporary spaces. The weather-resistent injec ted aluminium base 
and extracted aluminium column make it ideal for use in the open air. 

The DELTA chair is a time less product having a ba lance between realism and sur-
realism - matter and antimatter, abstraction and emotion.

The FLAT Collection is made up of various pieces that can be used to form ex-
terior lounge areas, but are also adequate for interior ones, thanks to their neutral 
shapes that are still full of identity.

18

by JORGE PENSI DESIGN STUDIO
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The FIESTA BAR is perfectly suitable for entertain-
ment places: open beach pubs, luxury discos and res-
taurants. This beautiful bar can form any shape: from 
circle and oval to flat and direct. LED light will make 
any place special and unforgettable.

by ARCHIRIVOLTO DESIGN
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The UFO Collection - relaxation and comfort. New 
chairs and table are very adapted to exterior places 
because of their elegant shape and materials, which 
are resistant to open air use and inclement weather.

by ORA-ÏTO



The master Eero Aarnio creates his first piece for VON DOM. It is without doubt a unique 
element due to its amusing and symbolic design, the PEACOCK Collection.

23

by EERO AARNIO
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PEZZETTINA is a collection inspired by nature, a 
thought and a unique inspiration that materialize in 
an original product with fluid and expressive forms. 
A 100% organic design with ele gant shapes through 
a 100% recyclable product.

by ARCHIRIVOLTO DESIGN 
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KES is a modular seating system for furnishing outdoor spac-
es. The main objective is to create endless and articulated 
compositions; sofas, chaise and lineal and angular poufs. 

by GABRIELE + OSCAR BURATTI
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The FAZ table comes in two versions with center 
base, one with three legs and another with four legs, 
both of which feature a collapsi ble top option as 
well as varying table base heights.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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Ramón Esteve, architect of harmony, serenity, timeless ness and univer-
sality has created mineral and emphatic shapes that make FAZ a design 
that contextualizes with homes and installations. Modularity of FAZ 
permits the consumers to adapt the furniture and flowerpots to their 
style and needs without losing the harmony of this furniture set.
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The iconic piece daybed VELA is included in this collection to en-
joy nature by enhancing features such as comfort and luxury. When 
combined with VELA sunshade or VELA aluminum pavilion, it of-
fers several possibilities. VELA Daybed’s head and feet can be leant 
back separately; it is upholstered and includes a wine cooler. The pa-
vilion is a light prismatic volume with a translucent sliding blind that 
can be fixed in different positions. The set can be easily pivoted and 
shifted due to its 360º swiveling castor wheels. An optional lighting 
sys tem allows unique night ambience through a LED remote control.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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The VELA Bar consists of straight modules that can easily 
adapt to a variety of con figurations. The shelving systems 
offers two different size shelves (100x100 cm/39.25” x 
39.25” and 100x200cm/39.25” x 78.5”) as support ele-
ments, which can also serve other functions. A DMX illumi-
nated version is available and can be programmed to the bar, 
allowing it to glow and bathe any space in an array of beau-
tiful colors that can be controlled by a hand held device.
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VELA Bar creates contract atmosphere and 
luxurious catering possibilities.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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This extensive outdoor furniture and plant pot collection 
aims to offer the comfort and the quality of interior furni-
ture without losing it’s original qualities. VELA is a modulate 
system with an elementary prismatic geometry that bases its 
singularity in the balance of its proportions. The elements can 
combine among themselves to integrate into any space. 
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The ULM Collection, strikes a perfect balance be-
tween design, techno logy, and ergonomics based 
on basic cube, prism, and spherical shapes.  The sofa, 
like the chairs, daybed, coffee table, and ottoman 
embody rigid and resilient struc tures for rest and 
support that provide total comfort.

Like a shell perfectly poised over the floor, Ramón 
Esteve achieves the Ulm Daybed’s design with re-
fined and clean spherical geometry.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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FRAME is a modular system of serene and timeless 
shapes that uses the fra mework as elementary geom-
etry. The FRAME section is flared creating pie ces of 
visual lightness. LEFT, RIGHT, ARMLESS, and CORNER 
are available and can easily adapt to different spaces, 
creating sofas of various sizes and layouts.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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The LAVA Collection is a unique cloud-like bench, a 
really huge organic rounded sculpture which is ob-
tained through the difficult manufacturing process 
of a rotational mould ing technique. To add an extra 
special touch it’s possible to join an energy saving or 
LED RGB light to LAVA. This option will no doubt 
fascinate whoever sees it…an even more spectacu-
lar and pleasurable environment

by KARIM RASHID
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LINES XS Outdoor rug. The rug production is made 
according to the quality guide ISO 9001:2008 and 
of environment ISO 14001:2004, by using only ma-
terials of high quality to guarantee a long useful life 
of the products.

by RAMÓN ESTEVE
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by KARIM RASHID
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The PAL Collection maintains a constant flow of similarity between it’s different members, as each object keeps the same minimal iconic shape at the front. The PAL stool is 
multi-func tional –when flipped over it becomes a small side table then placed together with a second becomes an even larger coffee table; It also has a hollow in it’s side which 
works as a storage space.

The KANELLONI Collection creates a state be-
tween liquid plastic and solid material object. Plastic 
loves to flow, to be amorphous. We too are amor-
phous so the relationship is symbiotic. The results are 
organic forms that softly merge in and out of flat, 
smooth surfaces. The overall feeling creates a state 
of endlessness, a continual ephemeral experience.
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A chaise-longue with vibrant shapes, new global 
dynamism. Vondom’s SURF Sun Chaise, designed by 
Karim Rashid, wins the award Best Of the Year 2010.

by KARIM RASHID
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DOUX – a spontaneous, friendly, and colorful col-
lection. The zoomorphic forms are to engage, to 
touch, to sit, to enjoy. Exclusive pieces are manu-
factured by the rotational molding technique. It 
has multipurpose nature of the table, flower pot or 
cool ice bucket for champagne.

by KARIM RASHID
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PILLOW Collection. In an amusing gesture, Stefano 
Giovannoni, one of the World’s most prestigious 
designers, designs a great furniture collection that 
forms a chillout space created by means of cushions. 
Suitable for outside use, even in the most extreme 
weather conditions since it is made of PE using the 
rotational molding technique.

by STEFANO GIOVANNONI
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The VOXEL Chair is a minimal simple yet volumi-
nous mono-block polypropylene stackable chair 
that is faceted just in the perfect places for com-
fort, just in the right angles for hyper-strength, imbu-
ing the correct creases for beauty, and just the few 
merging and converging lines for purity.

by KARIM RASHID
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It is a group of items which, although being light offer stability 
thanks to their geometric and well-defined cut, as if they were 
sculpted from stone. The SOLID Collection includes a sofa, an 
armchair, a chair, a chair with armrests, a table and a small table. 
It is a func tional collection due to its collapsability and design.

42

The BLOW Collection designed by Stefano Gio-
vannoni was inspired by the idea of an inflated cush-
ion, resulting in a traditional type of easy chair and 
sofa with armrests, but with a new special feature. 
As with every VONDOM product, its mate rials 
allow for use in both indoor and outdoor spaces, 
being able to bear extreme climates.

by STEFANO GIOVANNONI by STEFANO GIOVANNONI
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WING - sculptural and dynamic design,  bold pieces 
that make up a set of furniture with a huge visual 
impact and a impressive sculptural and dynamic sig-
nificance.

by A-CERO
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The WING Collection by A-cero for VONDOM, was born by 
weaving together straight and curved lines in a dynamic way. These 
extremes curves and angles, which are a typical trait in architectures 
latest advances have now reached out to furniture design, going 
for a free, delicate and organic line, that generates movement and 
separates itself from of any former trace of over-rigidness.
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by A-CERO

MOONBEAM Outdoor Rug

46

OVERLAP Outdoor Rug
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by A-CERO
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A unique ALMA Collection due to its original and 
innova tive design, inspired by nature. this collection 
of flowerpots can be placed in exterior spaces and 
kept in good condition, even under the most ex-
treme weather condition.
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by JAVIER MARISCAL
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The MORA lighting, is inspired by the traditional metallic punching 
lamps. It’s design, functionality and ecology are the most outstand-
ing features of this collection. The shape has been diverted into 
a compact volume of pure geometry, while the texture creates 
a contrast with these outlines as it draws a bas-relief, that deve-
lopes a plot drawn by Javier Mariscal, to provide the user with a 
relaxing, balanced light, that has a lot of character.
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The MOMA Collection, designed by Javier 
Mariscal, is a group of outdoor items that have 
functions of a flowerpot and an out door table. 
Collection char acterized by its originality and 
versatile nature. By asking the question “how 
do we sit down?” - you will have 3v different 
answers: chill-out, Low, completed with a very 
comfortable pouf; chair or armchair, Medium; 
and a standing position, High, ideal for the 
pleasure of enjoying a cup of wine outdoors.

52

by JAVIER MARISCAL
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The BLANCA Light combines the designer’s style 
with VONDOM’s technology, pro ducing as a result 
an expressive and top quality item. BLANCA takes 
on a shape in which we can identify the graphic style 
of Javier Mariscal. Its silhouette is round and natural, 
like that of a ripe fruit or a pregnant woman.

by JAVIER MARISCAL
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Outdoor LAS FLORES  Rug by Javier Mariscal



VASES, is made up of flowerpots, furniture and 
lighting designed by the Valencian designer JMFer-
rero. It’s shapes were inspired by diamond cutting, 
producing pieces of clear-cut shapes and great style, 
creating a big visual impact.

by JMFERRERO
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Matter and light blend in a single piece to create objects that offer illumination while 
acting as furniture. Round forms of the SABINAS Funny Lamp and organic forms of SA-
BINAS Chair turns away from the rectilinear. Like all of the author’s collections, it emits a 
formal code that is very “mariscaliano,” creating its own personal vernacular taste and art-
istry. Made from polypropylene and with a highly-adaptable design, which consist of ro-
bust ovals create these versatile pieces designed by Javier Mariscal. Their illumination and 
intensity of color can be controlled via a remo te control that create inspirational spaces.

It’s inspired by natural fluid shapes, avoiding  any straight lines or geometry. Its outline hints at 
sand dunes, at female curves. This collection goes beyond fulfilling a purpose, or use, but poses 
a special friendship and attachment with its user. As all collections by this author it adheres to 
a very formal “mariscalish” code.

by JAVIER MARISCAL
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by JMFERRERO
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The VASES Dining Table brings a unique, simple de-
sign to your space, indoor or out! This modern table 
works perfectly as a stunning centerpiece. Made of 
polythylene resin by rotational molding, it is 100% 
recyclable and can withstand most harsh weather 
conditions. 
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MARQUIS Rug, originating from the inspiration of 
diamond cutting. Its polygonal design recalls facets 
created through cutting. The clear and stylish shapes 
make a huge visual impact. Cir cular or oval, and in 
2 combinations of colours, they give a space great 
dynamism. Its soft texture achieved through poly-
ethylene fibers allows for outdoor use, it also being 
resistant to UV rays.

by JMFERRERO

60

José Manuel Ferrero – Estudi{H}ac surprises us again 
by playfully combining geometric patterns with 
creases. These create a new sur face of textures 
made of simple triangles that become a new line of 
MARQUIS plantpots and lamps.

by JMFERRERO
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The sofa, chair, armchair and the lounger of the collection JUT are complemented with padded 
made of nautical fabrics or textile grille which suitable for outdoor. The ergonomics and the 
comfort of the furniture JUT are other of the fundamental elements of the designs of VON-
DOM, Every piece attaches drainage for evacuating the rain water, “buttresses” that assure the 
maximum comfort upon being stretched or to be sat down, as well as the light structure of 
these furniture, become pieces very comfortable and pleasant so much in interiors as in outdoor.

by STUDIO VONDOM

62

JUT, a series of different pieces thought so much for exterior projects as for 
modern interior project. JUT is the first outdoor furniture collection with a con-
temporaneous design manufactured in polyethylene resin with rotational mold-
ing technique. Impossible, rectilinear and pure shapes are a reflection of mineral 
inspiration and the sophistication of their technique creating new products for 
outdoor furniture. VONDOM offers these pieces in diverse colors, very alive 
tones that contribute a more original sound to the furniture.
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CHRISMY Collection. This was inspired by natural 
and elegant shape. Its interior lighting creates a truly 
enveloping atmosphere to enjoy in different spac-
es. This is a renewed classic, refined in its timeless 
modernity, and easily adapt able. Pure visual magic is 
achieved through its logical continuity.

by TERESA SAPEY
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CHEMISTUBES – is a new object produced using 
ecological material of resin of polyethylene using the 
technique of rotational moulding. Besides offering 
finishes in a great variety of matte or lacquered col-
ours, it also offers you the option of added lighting, 
which gives this collection a more interesting touch, 
creating a surprising, harmonious environment that 
has great elegance for any interior & exterior space.
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by TERESA SAPEY

PIANO PIANO Outdoor Rug

66

by TERESA SAPEY 
KOI Outdoor Rug
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The artistic couple’s objective with this new BYE-BYE Collec-
tion: To attain two completely different shapes. An abstract shape 
drawn by the upper edge and yet an overall inferior outline which 
appears to be geometric, although flowing from side to side, but 
never seeming to join, something that catches our interest.

by HARRY & CAMILA
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by LUDOVICA + ROBERTO PALOMBA BONES is elegant in it’s slender shape but at the same 
time strong in it’s build. Its generous volume is softened 
by a subtle edge that makes it light. Bones is made of 
resin of PE by means of the rotational molding tech-
nique and is available with various VONDOM finishes.
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by AGATHA RUIZ DE LA PRADA

70

AGATHA brings youthfulness, innocence and spon-
taneity, being VONDOM’s first Kids collection. This 
is a funny, creative and optimistic collection, set out 
in child-like terms: flowers, hearts… This Kids furni-
ture collection consists of three basic components: 
a plant pot, a table and a mini chair.
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As its name suggests it appears to be found in nature 
itself, creating synergism between the natural and the 
artificial landscape. Stone can fit perfectly into any en-
vironment, transmitting its own particular elegance, 
thanks to its material, as well as its original shape.

by STEFANO GIOVANNONI
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ABOUT MANUTTI
Manutti, founded in 2002, is a Belgian designer and man-
ufacturer of exclusive outdoor furniture. The brand is a 
leading international player in nearly 50 countries and 
prominently present in the private and project world 
with its “total concept”: tables, chairs, sofas and ac-
cessories that can all be combined and offer an extra 
dimension to the outdoor scene.

Manutti’s main aim is to offer customized solutions 
suitable for every specific need and surrounding, from 
private houses and spas to the hospitality and contract 
market. Its collections are very distinguishable in the 
market because of its high quality, wide range, comfort, 
design and easy installation and maintenance.

74
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AIR

The LED lighting which is integrated underneath the 
structure of the Air platform is equally available as 
an option for a more theatrical landscape. The neu-
tral shades of white and charcoal guided the first 
version of the collection. For 2015, Manutti intro-
duces ‘Blue Ice’, a new colour that is light, soft and 
refreshing. It is also possible to special order the Air 
base in any colour that is available on the RAL colour 
chart. Outdoor décor, which has often been guided 
by moderation, will now be able to enjoy more cre-
ativity and originality.

TWILIGHT FLOOR LAMP 180. Base: alumini-
um, structure: PCSTS, 270° rotatable, dimmable 
led-lighting 220V

TRAY. Powder coated aluminium trays with con-
temporary lines and wide handles

76

AIR is a sunny newcomer in this range. This tempting lounge collection with big, comfortable cushions is an invitation for a cosy get-together and a real eye-catcher on the patio or 
in the house. The collection effortlessly adjust to any style: the version in powder coated stainless steel and with exotic Iroko wood top plate emanates the charming warmth that 
smoothly takes you back to the 70s. The option with aluminium top plate creates a contemporary and austere style. Air seduces people and turns every moment into a genuine 
outdoor party.



HELIOS LOUNGER. Stackable, available with a white, 
sand-coloured or black cover, adjustable headrest 5 
different positions, lounger with 2 integrated wheels.

The new MOON ISLAND Collection was de-
signed by Gerd Couckhuyt and surprises with its 
playful concept: four ‘islands’ that can be combined 
and rearranged around a central coffee table or 
footrest. The design is simple and pure and gives 
your imagination plenty of space to explore: from 
an intimate lounge sofa to a large lounge island.

79

CROSS CHAIR. The director’s folding chair, a tradi-
tional in the film world, a handy friend in the home, 
convenience on the beach or on the deck.

CROSS FOLDING CHAIR, teak frame, double lay-
er of batyline with Quickdry® foam,  PVC armrest

SIENA Teak matching SIDETABLE

78

CROSS TEAK - MOON ISLAND
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LUNA – ECHO

AIR OUTDOOR DINING TABLE - luxury, all-weather designs. Seen here with a lava ceramic table top and pow-
der coated aluminium frame, available in 2 colours, white or lava. Tabletops also available in Iroko wood. Ceramic 
table tops have rounded corners.

ECHO GARDEN CHAIR The Echo Garden Chair is part of highly regarded Belgian brand Manutti’s extensive col-
lection of contemporary outdoor garden furniture. Known for their flawless finish Manutti use fabrics which are wa-
terproof, stain proof & fade proof, similar to those on luxury yachts. The stylish Echo garden chair is stackable making 
it incredibly practical and easy to store. The powder coated aluminium frame is extremely strong & durable, as well 
as easy to clean. There are two different frame and seat options, either a white frame with seat & back in rope silver 
11mm or a frame in lava with seat & back in rope bronze 11mm. See the detailed image for the seat/back finish.

80
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LATONA DINING CHAIR, cool materials, rigid 
contours and matching colour palette. Anodized 
aluminium or stainless steel frame, batyline fabrics

LATONA textiles medium FOOTSTOOL

ZENDO large middle SEAT & FOOTSTOOL, modular system, waterproof nautic finishing laminated fabric for 
cushions and upholstery, fine double stitching in matching colours.

LATONA CHAIR, slender and slim design. Ano-
dized aluminium or stainless steel frame, batyline 
fabrics

ZENDO COLLECTION
The Zendo collection elevates lounging to an un-
precedented level. A design that brings out the 
best in us; A seating experience to cherish, both 
outside and inside. Zendo is the contemporary 
equivalent of meditation and enjoyment, of atmos-
phere and ease. A little socialising, a little catching 
up with friends; Pure delight. Extremely tasteful! 
Look at the subtle tone-on-tone stitching on the 
spacious lounger. A sight for sore eyes indeed. You 
can arrange the flexible seating and foot elements 
exactly the way you want. This outdoor collection 
shines by its refinement and meticulous finishing.

FUSE BENCH (full aluminium top) with seat cushion (thickness 4cm) with velcro fixation. FUSE RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE with 
tabletop insert available in cermics or acid etched 
glass 10 mm

82

FUSE – LATONA – ZENDO



SIENNA

SIENA teak textiles CHAIR, batyline fabrics, stack-
able

SIENA SQUARE teak CHAIR, stackable, optional 
seat cushion

SIENA RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE. Tabletop 
with two inserts SIENA ROUND DINING TABLE. 
Available tabletops in Bluestone, Granite and Satingo 

SIENA LOUNGE large middle SEAT, teak, modular 
system, adjustable feet, teak + anodized aluminium 
in armrests. 

SIENA LOUNGE large middle SEAT, teak, modular 
system, adjustable feet, teak + anodized aluminium 
in armrests. 
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SIENA CUSHION BOX. A stylish ensemble of outdoor furniture in teak. The 
warm charm of resilient wood that can withstand any raindrop and any temper-
ature fluctuations. 

SIENA textile LOUNGER, teak frame + batyline

84



CROSS ALU Collection is a true eye-catcher with its aligned and powder coated aluminium frame. Inconspicuous, 
modest, yet still with a presence. A loyal fixture on a small balcony, or a highlight on a sun-drenched terrace. On 
the beach or in the country, the Cross will always be there for you. Reliable and strong, tastefully contemporary 
and classic at the same time.

PRATO RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE. Tabletops available in teak, acid etched glass 10 mm and ceramics. PLANTER OBELISK. Outdoor decoration & pot-
tery by Manutti comprises plinths and cachepots in 
all shapes, sizes and colours.

8786

CROSS – PRATO – OBELISK



FUSE

FUSE refined seating collection with clean lines, 
modular system. Endless combination options.

FUSE CORNER ELEMENT, powder coated struc-
ture + batyline fabrics.

FUSE ARMCHAIR, powder coated structure + 
batyline fabrics.t

FUSE FOOTSTOOL/SIDETABLE FUSE SIDETABLE with extra tempered glass top 
available in 4 colours

89

FUSE BENCH (full aluminium top) with seat cushion 
(thickness 4cm) with velcro fixation. 

FUSE STACKABLE LOUNGER with shadow 
screen. Powder coated anodised aluminium frame 
with batyline fabrics.

FUSE CUSHION STORAGE BOX

88



HELIOS textiles BAR CHAIR, powder coated alu-
minium structure + batyline fabrics.

HELIOS – LUNA

HELIOS textiles ARMCHAIR. Helios means tight 
and flowing, rounded and straight. Attractive com-
fortable seats are stackable.

HELIOS textiles MEDIUM FOOTSTOOL, pow-
der coated aluminium structure + batyline fabrics.

HELIOS LOUNGER adjustable headrest 5 differ-
ent positions, lounger with 2 integrated wheels.

LUNA EXTENDABLE TABLE, powder coated al-
uminium structure, tabletop available in acid etched 
glass and ceramics, easy sliding system for extendible 
function, available with optional led-lighting in legs. 
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HELIOS textiles DINING CHAIR, powder coated 
aluminium structure + batyline fabrics.

90



KUMO

93

Kumo, the Japanese word for cloud, is a light, tautly designed and contemporary seating island. This playful and airy sofa concept comes with two modules that can be used 
in different outdoor and indoor settings, both privately and publicly, large or small: intimately, on a terrace or by the pool, but also in the reception area of hotels or in public 
buildings. Kumo invites you to create a personalised outdoor cocoon: its concept with inter-changeable covers comes in different shapes and sizes.

LATONA textiles DINING CHAIR with anodized 
aluminium or stainless steel frame.

LATONA textiles RECLINER, with 4 different 
synchronic seat positions, batyline fabrics, integrat-
ed wheels.
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LATONA

Latona presents itself as a slender and slim design. 
A collection that catches the eye with its cool ma-
terials, rigid contours and matching colour palette. 
Latona adorns any space - large or small -. The airy 
Latona look with its intimate edging gives form and 
serenity to the sense of enjoyment.

LATONA LOUNGER with adjustable headrest in 
5 different positions, integrated wheels.
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Royal Botania, for those who adore aesthetically re-
fined outdoor furniture and perfectly designed gar-
den living spaces.Royal Botania creates many ranges 
of exceptional quality outdoor furniture, outdoor 
lighting and bathroom furniture. This is achieved 
by blending precision and functionality at the same 
time as utilising high quality materials such as premi-
um teak. No detail is overlooked. As Leonardo Da 
Vinci said; ”Details make perfection, but perfection 
is not a detail…”www.royalbotania.com

Over the years, Royal Botania has earned an ac-
claimed reputation for creating the most refined, 
diverse choice of outdoor collections in the world. 
The individual ranges use a wide selection of differ-
ent materials, as well as being designed and manu-
factured to offer a perfect blend of precision and 
functionality. The company goal is to meet the indi-
vidual needs of the customers. 94
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ALURA BAR STOOL. The main appeal of the 
ALURA line is the comfort of its seats, its simple, 
clean lines and the elegant tone-on-tone of the 
aluminium and batyline, particularly the pearl grey 
colour exclusive to Royal Botania.

ALURA CHAIR. Designed by Kris Van Puyvelde, 
ALURA sets new standards of modern style, quality 
and ergonomic comfort in the sphere of aluminium 
outdoor furniture. 

ALURA CHAIR. Designed by Kris Van Puyvelde, 
ALURA sets new standards of modern style, quality 
and ergonomic comfort in the sphere of aluminium 
outdoor furniture. 

ALURA. Armchair. Frame in coated aluminium, 
batyline seat, optional teak armrests.

ALURA RELAX CHAIR. Significantly, all ALURA 
products are stackable. Moreover, the furniture’s 
aluminium frames are gently rounded - no sharp cor-
ners with this collection.

ALURA LOUNGER. Fully adjustable sun lounger. 
In addition to being very nicely styled and manu-
factured to the highest quality, Royal Botania have 
also ensured that ALURA is cost effective, making 
it the perfect choice for a wide range of contract 
installations, as well as design conscious residential 
projects where. 

ALURA
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The range of soft edged stackable chairs, relaxing chairs, 
and barstools are complemented by a lounger with un-
equalled ergonomics. With a simple push you activate 
the hydraulic piston, hidden inside the frame, lowering 
the seat, lifting the backrest and knees while lowering 
your feet. A patented piece of engineering only fea-
tured in this Royal Botania masterpiece, setting new 
standards in outdoor ergonomics!



FOLD FOOTREST/LOW TABLE.
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FOLD LOUNGE TABLE. The furniture is moulded 
out of PMMA (acrylic), which is a highly technical 
material that combines great rigidity, sufficient flex-
ibly, extreme scratch resistance with minimal main-
tenance and UV resistance.

FOLD LOUNGE CENTRE UNIT. Designed by 
Frank Boschman, Fold is a very stylish and unusu-
al outdoor range, with it’s soft cushions held by a 
shaped alumunium frame. 

FOLD LOUNGE CORNER UNIT. This is the corner 
piece for the modern Fold series by luxury outdoor 
specialists, Royal Botania. Many other pieces availa-
ble, including tables.

FOLD END UNIT. Wonderful modern modular 
outdoor seating range with electropolished stain-
less steel base and curved aluminium frame, holding 
soft cushions. The end unit is available with left or 
right arm, creates your own configuration.

FOLD ARMCHAIR. To minimise the difference be-
tween indoor and outdoor furniture the soft round 
FOLD collection was designed to be a luxurious 
place to relax. The new range of high quality out-
door fabric from Royal Botania, will help to create 
the right colours to enhance individual styles.

FOLD
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A marriage between contemporary materials and a 60’s 
design, this is what FOLD is all about. The seat made of 
carefully shaped and bent acrylic or aluminium plates nice-
ly complements its shiny electro polished stainless steel 
base. The different element can be joined in numerous 
combinations, allowing you to be creative with the lay-
out of the lounge corner of your dreams. Now just throw 
in the deluxe cushions and invite your friends for a drink.
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KOKOON

KOKOON HAMMOCK. Outdoor hammock. 
Made with the finest, mature teak wood that is 
sourced from responsibly managed sources. Get-
ting away from the hectic world, sheltering in 
your own private universe, that’s what Kokoon is 
all about. 

KOKOON HAMMOCK with curtain set. Suspend-
ed between earth and sky, either all by yourself or 
with some friends. A set of curtains can be added, 
making your Kokoon an even more romantic place 
to dwell. Does not include scatter cushions or base, 
which are available separately.
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LAZY LOUNGE TABLE. Anodised aluminium 
frame, HPL top

LAZY LOUNGE BACKRREST MODULE. Ano-
dised aluminium frame, textile seats

LAZY LOUNGE CORNER MODULE. The 
all-weather upholstery combines a clean look with 
complete comfort and is offered in three modern 
colors: white, taupe and dark denim (tuxedo linen).

LAZY CHAIR. Constructed of an extruded alumi-
num frame and all-weather cushions, the product 
is both UV and water-resistant, available in either 
black tuxedo linen or white or beige Stamskin® (a 
neo-composite marine-leather that has antifungal 
and antibacterial properties).

LAZY LOUNGE MODULE. Lazy is the ultimate 
modular outdoor collection. It allows you 
to modify your lounge corner, going from a sofa to a 
chaise at the blink of an eye.

LAZY

The pure look, the supreme all-weather upholstery 
and the sheer comfort offered are the obvious fea-
tures of the LAZY collection. Less obvious is the 
unique design, allowing you to rearrange your lounge 
corner in no time at all, making this without doubt 
the most versatile lounge set on the planet!
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3D OUTDOOR FLOORLAMP. Aluminium pow-
der coated, white - shade in 3D washable Fabric. 
The 3D lamp takes the traditional lamp shape and 
adds a modern twist by recreating it using a wire 
framework. 

DOME GATE. Floor lamp, wall lamp (applique) and 
lamp for gates. Aluminium and transparent glass 
frame. Most of the lamps are designed to use ener-
gy-saving light bulbs with low energy consumption 
or halogen lamps for motion detection.

CLUB OUTDOOR FLOOR LAMP. A quality 
IP55 rated floor lamp, the Club has a beautiful teak 
crossed stand with Stainless steel and PVC details

NORTHPOLE GROUND LAMP. It is made from 
superior natural materials: premium Javanese plan-
tation teak, granite, stainless steel, ... No coating has 
been applied, so when placed outside they will in-
tegrate into their natural environment. 

PRATO APLIQUE. Prato Wall from Royal Botania 
is a modern version of the classical barn shed light. It 
comes in 3 colors; anthracite, sand and white.

RECTAN GROUN LAMP. Urban contemporary 
teak+steel street lighting. 

60T OUTDOOR FLOOR LAMP. The 60T has an 
iconic arching shape, with an electro polished steel 
stem reaching from it’s granite base. The shade is a 
beautiful soft globe, emitting diffused light. IP43 rated
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…for the crowning glory of your garden…

THE DECORATIVE LIGHTS



DOME. Aluminium and glass Floor lamp, stunning out-
door lights are contemporary, resilient and beautiful. 
Designed for outdoor living conditions the Dome 
Floor light comes with options including powder 
coated aluminium frame in black or white, with tem-
pered glass available in clear, smoke and amber. 
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LIGHTING

SPIKY LOUNGE FLOOR LAMP. Finished in an-
tique brass, the Spiky Lounge is a very contempo-
rary design which provides light through LED’s in its 
adjustable head. Perfect for outdoor reading as it 
fits perfectly behind a garden chair or lounger.  
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LITTLE-L DIRECTOR’S CHAIR. Designer Frank 
Boschman uses pared-down design elements, 
such as L-shaped aluminum profiles for frames and 
breezy Batyline® sling for seats, to create a minimal-
istic but elegant line.

LITTLE-L CHAIR. 6 Seat dining set. Elegantly ta-
pered, L-shaped aluminium profiles, pure minimalis-
tic lines, a Batyline sling and some nice details. 

LITTLE-L SIDETABLE. Matt glass or natural teak 
for tabletops.

LITTLE-L TABLE. The range offers three different 
sizes of dining tables and a side table in interesting 
material and color combinations—just pick up the 
needed one. 

LITTLE-L LOUNGER has Batyline® fabrics, a wo-
ven polyester fiber protected by a PVC coating. 
This coating guarantees exceptional resistance to 
climatic conditions and UV exposure  quick-drying 
action, little sensitivity to staining, and simplicity in 
cleaning.

LITTLE-L TABLE. The resistance to staining and 
scratching makes glass a highly suitable material 
when making tabletops for outdoor furniture. The 
white and pearl gray, have a matt acid-washed 
finish, which are even more scratch and fingerprint 
resistant as shiny surfaces. Teak top is available. 
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This striking new interpretation is inspired by the 
traditional English gateleg folding table. It’s a cool 
and convenient piece of furniture. Half open, it 
works perfectly as a table for two. At full size it 
caters for six very impressed guests.

TRAVERSE FOLDING DINING TABLE. Beauti-
fully designed outdoor folding table designed by 
Mathias De Ferm in high quality teak with coated 
aluminium frame.
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NINIX CHAIR. There is a choice of four Batyline 
colours for the coverings of the back and the seat. 
The combination you choose will create a modern 
upgrading for your interior or terrace.

NINIX RELAX CHAIR. The frames chairs have 
stainless steel frames with Batyline® fabric. Batyline 
is a woven polyester that is resistant to stretching, 
cracking and fading, very quick drying and resistant 
to staining.

NINIX BENCH. Designed by Kris Van Puyvelde, 
stainless steel frames dominatte the Ninix aesthetic, 
making them ideal poolside companions.

NINIX TABLE impresses with its minimalist look. 
Combine the clean lines of stainless steel frame 
with wooden teak surface, or play with three col-
our combinations in glass or ceramic. 

NINIX CORNER MODULE is constructed on a 
steel frame. The Ninix lounge collection includes a 
left and right arm chair, a middle chair, a corner chair 
and a conventional armchair

NINIX BAR STOOL is ideal for enjoying summer 
in a contemporary setting. As with the rest of the 
NINIX models, this high end series is available in a 
wide range of combinations, allowing you to create 
your own set.

NINIX
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NINIX LOUNGER is very comfortable unit. It 
moulds to every body position and legs can be 
above the body.

NINIX LOW BENCH. In material selection, com-
fort, and refinement, the maximum is being offered. 
The hairline finish of the stainless steel frame, the 
woodwork in carefully selected teak, it’s optimized 
ergonomics.

NINIX BENCH MODULE is constructed on a stain-
less steel frame. There are several options of frame 
choice.

Ninix is a fusion of minimal design with maximum quality. The lines of the design are minimalistic whilst 
ensuring that comfort and refinement is maximised. The stainless steel frame has a hairline finish, while the 
carefully selected teak wood creates warmth and depth. The Ninix outdoor furniture range has been 
exceptionally popular since the moment it was designed, with its sleek lines and rich contrast between 
the teak wood or glass and stainless steel. The perfect ergonomic design creates a beautifully elegant 
outdoor lounge set that includes a low table with co-ordinating chair, useful trolley, storage box and much 
more… perfect for creating luxurious relaxation spaces both indoors or outdoors. 



O-ZON COLLECTION. Look up at the sun, and 
you will realize where we got our inspiration for 
the O-ZON range. When struck by its blinding ap-
pearance, just put on your sunglasses.

O-ZON CHAIR. The stackable chairs have stainless 
steel frames, upholstered in Batyline and are avail-
able in co-ordinating white, cappuccino and black. 
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O-ZON ARMCHAIR. The armrest colours are 
matched to finish of the tabletop using Batyline to 
give a truly co-ordinated stylish look.

O-ZON TABLE. The tables can be converted 
with handy leg extensions to make a high reception 
table with elegant bar chairs. The colour is applied 
through a screen-printing process, and then fired at 
400ºC.

O-ZON LOUNGER. The curved lines of the lounge 
bed invite individuals to stop, slumber and relax. 
The backrest has a 6 point adjustable setting, allow-
ing for optimum comfort for anybody. 

O-ZON TABLE. The tables can be converted 
with handy leg extensions to make a high reception 
table with elegant bar chairs. The colour is applied 
through a screen-printing process, and then fired at 
400ºC.

O-ZON 
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QT CHAIR. Minimalistic, slim look but at the same 
time, guarantee maximum comfort and stability. Its 
rounded stainless steel frames are available in two 
high-quality finishes: electro-polished or brused.

QT RELAX CHAIR & OTTOMAN. QT is the young, fun and dynamic range of stackable relax chairs combine 
elegantly with the ottoman, available in aluminium or stainless steel. The range of colours will allow individuals to 
create unique outdoor living spaces. Includes head cushion.

QT LOUNGER. How elegant can a lounger be? This 
lounger is beautifully constructed by tiny square 
stainless steel tubes and is a logical addition.

QT SIDETABLE. To complement the lounger, there 
is also the new QT50 side table, displaying matching 
lines and an elegantly curved glass top.

It is very difficult not to appreciate the unique re-
fined shape of the QT. Even though comprising very 
slim stainless steel profiles, the concept has been 
carefully studied to not only offer maximal stability, 
looks and comfort, but also to ensure that both the 
chairs and the loungers are easily stackable. What 
other name to give these cute pieces, than... QT!
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QT COLLETION
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SHADY ROUND PARASOL the shady octagonal A grade teak or aluminium parasol. comes complete with a 
stainless steel pole (60mm diameter), stainless steel crown rings and fittings, double stainless steel pulley system 
with integrated ball bearings and A grade teak ribs and hubs. A deluxe storage bag is included. base not included. 
Royal Botanica parasols are way beyond what you’ve seen before, sheer luxury

SHADY X-CENTRIC ROUND & RECTANGULAR PARASOLS the shady X-Centric octagonal A grade teak or 
aluminium parasol rotates through 360 degrees, allowing you to follow the sun or shade. The canopy is easily raised 
and lowered with an incorporated winch system and is easily removed for winter storage, and a deluxe storage 
bag is included. comes complete with heavy duty granite base and a removable cover. Stainless steel frame, crown 
rings and fittings, aluminium ribs and hubs in coated wood. Rotates 360 on base.
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We came too late to invent the umbrella, but not to reinvent it. Looking 
at the fine woodwork, the shiny stainless steel fittings, the superb acrylic 
covers, you will realize, the Royal Botania umbrellas are way beyond what 
you have seen before. Sheer luxury.

Connoisseurs believe that the Royal Botania range of umbrellas is the most 
luxurious on the market. Not content with that accolade Royal Botania is 
constantly innovating and creating product improvements. 

From 2009, the entire SHADY range is not just available in stainless steel 
and teak wood but now in a range where the wood has been replaced 
with powder-coated aluminium ribs and varnished crowns. Both of which 
are available in white, black and cappuccino. This superb range of umbrel-
las will allow sun parasols to perfectly co-ordinate with any of the Royal 
Botania outdoor furniture ranges.

UMBRELLAS COLLECTION
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SOLID - IXIIT

IXIT DINING CHAIR. Robust, solid, stackable, durable, 
timeless. The IXIT full teak outdoor chair made from A 
Grade Teak is as beautiful as it is ageless. With optional 
seat cushion the IXIT marries seamlessly with all teak 
tables, and will age beautifully. 

IXIT TROLLEY. To make entertaining outdoors 
easy, a handy little IXIT trolley with 2 serving trays in 
teak wood is available. Fully extendable. 

SOLID IXIT Lounger features large, ergonomical-
ly-designed frame, constructed of matured Teak 
and available with cushions for optimum comfort.

IXIT BENCH is available in a stool 43cm x 43cm; bench 118cm x 43cm; and longer bench 178cm x 43cm. Cushions 
are available for the stools and benches for additional comfort in a wide array of colours in outdoor fabric.

IXIT DINING TABLE. The Ixit range of stools and 
benches matches beautifully with the Ixit full teak 
range of tables, but is also equally matched with any 
of the dining table range where teak is integrated 
into the table top.
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IXIT FOOTSTOOL/SIDETABLE. The table units 
can be complemented with cushions and can also 
be used as footstools. 

IXIT LOUNGE CHAIR. The lounge is compliment-
ed by a range of outdoor fabric cushions (seat and 
back) in an array of colours that are designed for re-
sistance to UV and mould. 

IXIT LOUNGE CORNER MODULE. The Ixit out-
door modular lounge range comes with numerous 
options including left and right arm, poufs, corners 
and armless modules that allow arrangements to 
suit any space.
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Designed by Kris Van Puyvelde, SOLID DEL REY is 
a must-have piece for any SOLID outdoor furniture 
setting. Like the other SOLID furniture products, 
SOLID DEL REY is constructed of mature Teak, and 
possesses an aesthetic inspired by the traditional 
beach chair. With three different styles available, all 
of which are constructed to the highest standards, 
the SOLID DEL REY is the ideal informal outdoor 
chair. Choose between 3 chair variants. Available 
with optional cushions and table. 

Del Rey by Royal Botania. A range of traditionally 
inspired teak chairs with the convenience of a fold-
ing mechanism to allow for easy storage. Available 
with and without arms and also available in a high 
back recliner.
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SOLID - DEL REY - PURIZ
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VIGOR BENCH is available in bench or stool var-
iations. With optional seat cushion Vigor works 
beautifully with the Vigor table. The effect of the 
VIGOR lounge bench gives a very maritime look.

VIGOR DINING TABLE is made from solid teak or 
mahogany with a powder coated aluminium frame.

VIGOR STOOL. A luxurious twist on the classic 
picnic table, the Vigor range by Frank Boschman uses 
rustic materials and techniques to create wonderful 
design statements.

An eye striking set with charisma to spare. The rough Teak or Mahog-
any beams are jointed to the aluminium frame by obvious dovetail 
shaped strips, replicated in the matching bench and stools. A very old 
technical solution, that proves today to work aesthetically as well! 
The picnic-set taken to an unseen level!

VIGOR COLLECTION
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WAVE. Designed by Erik Nyberg and Gustav Strom, WAVE could become your favourite place to dwell, where 
you can leave your troubles behind and be overwhelmed by a wave of wellness. Simply allow your body to hover 
somewhere between heaven and earth whilst doing absolutely nothing. 

SURF. The prize winning WAVE gets a worthy little brother, named SURF! Obviously featuring the same DNA as 
the former, this masterpiece is however more compact, and easier to install. It creates absolute comfort for two 
people hovering halfway, between heaven and earth. Either fixed to the terrace floor, or sitting on its optional 
mobile base, its eye striking appearance will leave no one untouched. You can enjoy it, even just by looking at it!
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WAVE COLLECTION - SURF COLLECTION



XQI BAR STOOL is perfectly balanced in appear-
ance. With a stainless steel frame integrated into A 
Grade teak, it offers superb comfort.

XQI FOLDING CHAIR. Simple lines, filigree 
workmanship with dovetailed teak edges and out-
door-proof Batyline sling seats promise the ultimate 
outdoor experience for you and your guests.

XQI OUTDOOR BAR TABLE is a classic state-
ment. Built to withstand outdoor environments this 
A Grade teak bar will stand the text of time. This 
bar is 100cm high x 200cm in length. Marries beauti-
fully with the XQI outdoor bar stool range. 
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XQI LOUNGER is the perfect lounger for any out-
door setting. It is both durable and comfortable. A 
long, wide base with an adjustable mechanism means 
that different comfort levels can be achieved.

DISCUS ROUND TSBLE.  A modern version of a 
traditional teak dining table. The tabletop comes in 
teak or white, black or cafe latte colored glass and 
includes an opening for an umbrella.

DISCUS ROUND TABLE. New to the Royal Bota-
nia collection in 2015, Discus is a circular table ex-
actly how you want it. Reimagined in an extensive 
variety of materials. 
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XQI LOW RELAX CHAIR is perfectly balanced in 
appearance. With a stainless steel frame integrated 
into A Grade teak, it offers superb comfort.

What makes the XQI chair exquisite? Is it the perfectly balanced appearance? Is it the way the stainless steel frame 
is nicely integrated into the warm teak wood? Is it the superb comfort offered or the nice tables that compliment 
it? If you ask us, it is indeed all that, plus so much more!

XQI CHAIR. Given the teak frame it matches beau-
tifully with teak tables and will age gracefully be-
ing a natural material. The XQI is also stackable, and 
comes in a range of colour options

XQI LOW TABLE has a perfect balanced appear-
ance. The stainless steel frame is nicely integrated 
into the warm teakwood.

XQI COLLECTION - DISCUS COLLECTION 
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ZENHIT FOOTREST. When it comes to the mate-
rials only the very best is good enough.

ZENHIT LOUNGE CORNER MODULE. No mat-
ter if you prefer the clean looks of contemporary 
outdoor furniture or the warmth of classic wooden 
garden furniture Royal Botania has a luxurious range 
to suit your individual taste.

ZENHIT LOUNGE ARMCHAIR. Stunning outdoor 
seating set, crafted from the highest quality teak 
and complete with cushions. 

It is pure luxury all the way. This premium teak lounge set enables a staggering variety of combinations, with indi-
vidual chairs, corner pieces and handed 2-seat and 3-seat units. There are also left and right handed daybeds: these 
can be combined into the lounge set, or stand on their own. You can even put a left and right version together and 
create your own private universe. With a matching low table in teak and a choice of cushions from the entire fabric 
collection of Royal Botania, ZENHIT really is the pinnacle of luxury lounge furniture.

ZENHIT LOW TABLE. Made from the finest teak 
and has beautifully balanced proportions. Complete 
outdoor luxury.

ZENHIT COLLECTION 
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ZENHIT SMALL SOFA. Small sofa from the Royal 
Botania Zenhit range, which uses highest quality teak 
to produce its beautiful frames. Comes complete 
with back and seat cushions.

ZENHIT LARGE SOFA Large sofa from the Zen-
hit range by Kris Van Puyvelde, crafted in high quali-
ty teak and complete with cushions.

ZENHIT DAY BED High quality teak makes a sturdy 
and reliable base. Day bed with either a left or right 
arm. The beautiful teak frame has perfect lines, and 
the day beds can be combined to form one large 
version
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ZIDIZ FOOTSTOOL. This luxury set is the armchair 
and footstool, complete with cushions to provide 
ultimate relaxation. 

ZIDIZ RELAX ARMCHAIR. A beautiful teak 
frame holds a shaped sheet of aluminium in the Zidiz 
collection, designed by Kris Van Puyvelde. 

ZIDIZ DINING CHAIR. The collection’s chairs are 
stackable.

ZIDIZ SIDETABLE. Designed for life long function 
& outdoor chic, the materials exceed standards for 
durability and resistance to the outdoor elements.

ZIDIZ ROUND TABLE from thin aluminium sheet, 
shaped to be hung into a warm organically shaped 
teak frame, creating a harmonious balance between 
the two very different materials.

ZIDIZ RECTANGULAR TABLE a gorgeous 8 per-
son outdoor dining table, designed in teak, aluminium 
and ceramic. 

ZIDIZ COLLECTION
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ZIDIZ LOUNGER has a bold design with a beauti-
ful, high quality teak frame which holds the shaped 
aluminium of the seating area. Comes complete 
with cushion for total relaxation.

A thin aluminium sheet, shaped into a minimalistic seat to be hung into a warm organically shaped teak frame, 
doesn’t sound like a perfect marriage. But ZIDIZ proves that it does look like one! When the stackable chairs are 
placed around the matching table, framed with either a smoothly curved Corian® or glass top, you will find the 
combination sublime.

ZIDIZ BENCH. Zidiz is a refined range of sofa and 
occasional chair that can be configured to marry 
beautifully with any outdoor environment.

ZIDIZ TABLE. Made from the finest teak wood, 
distinctive in appearance with finely balanced shape
and proportions
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INDOOR
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If beauty is a question of taste, creating beauty is an 
art. Driade is an aesthetic lab in continuous search 
for beauty in the living space. The vast Driade cat-
alog includes furniture for the home, garden and 
public areas. Pieces of art and objects for daily use, 
souls that blend each other harmoniously. This is 
what makes its approach unique in the design uni-
verse. The aesthetic lab is the result of the desire 
to introduce experimentation into mass-produced 
products. 

The search for creativity in each product consti-
tutes the mission of the enterprise itself. Driade 
creates products that are unique, eclectic, eccen-
tric but at the same time elegant, timeless and, 
above all, joyful. Within this alchemy of means of 
expression and sensations, there is a Driade to suit 
each and every person. The search for contrasting 
modes of expression that are brough together un-
der the Driade roof makes the eclecticism of Dri-
ade very special: from the Neo-Baroque of Borek 
Sipek to the Minimalism of Toyo Ito, the pure forms 
of Antonia Astori and the sensuality of Ron Arad. 
Or the poetry of Kazuyo Sejima, the sofas with 
intense character of Philippe Starck, the elaborate 
interweavings of Patricia Urquiola, the enigmatic 
projects of Fabio Novembre, the art pieces of Fre-
drikson Stallard and the colorful creations of Ales-
sandro Mendini.
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MOLLINAEASYCHAIR. Shaped painted steel plate back and armrests, polyurethane Baydur® painted shell, 
fabric covered polyurethane foam padding, tapered tubular steel, die-folded and painted legs. Black painted 
structure with dark grey cushion cover. White painted structure with beige cushion cover. The seat cushions can 
be realized also in the samplery fabrics.

Mollina marks the debut, for Driade, of Park Associa-
ti. Filippo Pagliani and Michele Rossi. Present a delib-
erately “transparent” seat. The profile of the seat is 
lightweight, yet embracing. Even the colors choices, 
ranging from white to beige, up to grey, show their 
willingness to enter into with elegant discretion.

by PARK ASSOCIATI
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RIKKA EASYCHAIR, Armchair red or grey painted steel tube structure with hand-woven leather shell in different shades of redor grey and purple. RIKKA, meaning standing 
flowers, is an early form of Japanese Ikebana flower arrangement that reflects the magnificence of nature. With the Rikka chair, the body takes its position in the seat just like a 
flower in a vase. 130 meters of leather straps are interlaced onto a tubular metal structure. The chairs are available in gradients of four different shades, from cherry red to coral, 
or from gunmetal grey to intense mauve.

EMBARASSE by Atelier Oï for Driade alters its character with the beholder’s changing perspective, as it plays with the typologies of chair and armchair. The intersecting curved 
lines, inspired by the gesture of an embrace, constitute both backrest and armrest and give the sitter the sensation of being entwined and literally embraced by Embrasse. At 
the junctions, the individual elements are joint in the form of a traditional wood connection. This traditional structure confers stability to the construction and contributes to the 
details’ harmonious optics. The intersecting gesture remains clearly palpable in the individual chair and conceals, in an aesthetic way, Embrasse’s quality as a stackable furniture item.
EMBARASSE STACKABLE EASYCHAIR. Easy chair in natural or grey solid oak or in solid ash, available in the following colors: mat ebonized black, glossy lacquered black, 
glossy lacquered white and glossy lacquered orange.

by MAURIZIO GALANTE - by ATELIER Oï
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FLO LOW CHAIR has a modern shape and Eth-
no-inspired look. Its metal structure is covered with 
lozenge-patterned cane. For indoor use only..

FLO CHAIR with painted steel structure covered 
of wicker with a lozenges pattern in white and red or 
brown color versions. Available in two versions: pat-
tern in white and red or brown color. Use indoor only.

The joy and the warmth of Spain is translated by 
Patricia Urquiola into the Flo family project that 
develops the many possible variants of the wicker 
seat. The particular texture of wicker literally dress 
the shells, giving to each of them its own personali-
ty. The expressivity of natural fiber is then enhanced 
by combining willow with rope. Next to the loz-
enge version, graphic, intense and colored.

FLO EASY CHAIR.There are no hard edges or 
angles with the Flo Easy Chair either - just smooth 
curving lines. Use the Flo Easy Chair at the dining ta-
ble, or an accent chair where extra seating is need-
ed. Indoor use only. Available in natural Wicker.

FLO TABLE Painted steel wicker white and red 
or brown colors versioned lozenges patterned 
structure.
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NEOZ ARMCHAIR is an elegant armchair with 
mahogany veneered structure upholstered in con-
trasting white vinyl. Wood frame ebony-coloured.

NEOZ CHAIR, EASYCHAIR AND STOOL. Ebon-
ized mahogany finished wooden structure. Polyurethane 
foams padded seat and back available in the following 
finishes: with vinyl fixed cover, only in white, eco leather 
cat.A, leather cat.P, O and Z in all the samplery colors.

NEOZ CHAIR in Art Déco style adds an elegant 
note to contemporary interiors. Massive wood 
frame with noble mahogany veneer and upholstery 
covered in funky, white vinyl.

NEOZ BAR STOOL is chic and comfortable. 
Glossy mahogany veneer in two shades combined 
with funky white vinyl creates a buzz in both pri-
vate and public spaces.

by PHILIPPE STARCK - by PATRICIA URQUIOLA
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NEMO
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Fabio Novembre uses furniture design to tell intense and fascinating 
stories in which the protagonist is often the human figure. This human 
figure is capable of becoming abstract and universal, able to propose 
a mythic beauty as occurred in Greek art. So that Nemo, a face with 
classic features, is hollowed out to create an inhabitable space. The 
result is a head-armchair to be lived from the inside. Like a mask, it 
simultaneously conceals and reveals its inhabitant.

After many years of use, aesthetics of rotational molding should nec-
essarily enter into the second phase of its existence. It couldn’t be 
but Starck to get rotational make such a step. In the collection OUT/
IN Starck with Eugeni Quitllet adopt sophisticated stratagems, “home 
interiors”, for example the inclusion of essential aluminum armrests 
and create a collection together with high chair and this sofa.

by FABIO NOVEMBRE by PHILIPPE STARCK WITH EUGENI QUITLLET



MERIDIANA CHAIR with four legs hasn’t lost any 
of its charm. The seat is from transparent polypro-
pylene and available in six shades, the legs are from 
chromed steel. For indoor use only.
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MERIDIANA SPINNING CHAIR ON WHEELS. 
Spinning chair Meridiana on wheels is glamorous and 
functional alike. The height adjustable seat from poly-
carbonate with cut lines comes in many shade. The 
structure is from polished aluminium. chromed steel.

MERIDIANA BAR STOOL. Stylish: bar stool Me-
ridiana has a seat from polycarbonate in different 
shades and with unique cut horizontal and vertical 
lines. The structure with footrest is made from

MERIDIANA EASYCHAIR AND STOOL. 
Chromed steel structure. Transparent, smoky grey 
and red polycarbonate transparent shell. The stool 
is combinable with H.90 tables. Indoor use only.

MERIDIANA FIXED EASY CHAIR, CASTORED 
EASY CHAIR AND STOOL Polished die-casting 
aluminum, height adjustable structure. Transparent, 
smoky grey and red polycarbonate transparent 
shell. Indoor use only.

MERIDIANA ARMCHAIR  WITH CROSSED 
LEGS. The cut horizontal and vertical lines confer 
armchair Meridiana its typical look and name. Its seat 
from polycarbonate comes in many coloUrs, the 
structure is made from chromed steel.

by CHRISTOPHE PILLET
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A diamond changing into a seat: faceted 
from a thousand veins that reflect light. 
“Meridiana” transforms the lines of con-
struction and power in lines of poetry. Sus-
pended in its thin metal structure, it shines in 
its transparency or its sophisticated nuances.



MEGARA 3 SEAT SOFA. Available in different fabrics and leather finishing MEGARA POUF. Material: Feet in metal, wooden 
and metal with polyurethane foam structure, seat 
cushion in goose down and multi density polyure-
thane foam, removable upholstery in fabric or leather

MEGARA 2 SEAT SOFA MEGARA TERMINAL ELEMENT MEGARA DAYBED
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An exercise in style, refinement and essentiality, the Megara sofa comes with suede, fabric and leather covers and 
features a round backrest that smoothly flows into the armrest and creates a refined detail just before meeting 
the seat: almost a cushion sinking into the backrest. A terminal element, a day-bed, an ottoman and a coffee table 
complete the set to convey an idea of full and timeless elegance. It is conceived for lovers of classic sofas who do 
not want to miss out on Driade’s original taste. 
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MERIDIANA

by GORDON GUILLAUMIER
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Lievore Altherr Molina, the Barcelona-based design firm blending the personalities of Alberto Lievore, Jeannette Altherr and Manel Molina, typically designs harmonious and 
balanced items as well as intense shapes balanced in a peaceful tension. For Driade they have designed Verlaine, a sofa complete with a square ottoman sporting an exceptionally 
expressive versatility that reminds of organic and flowing shapes. Its fascinating silhouette is an irresistible attraction inviting the viewer to appreciate the comfortable seat. 
Verlaine becomes the main aesthetic detail of the living room; it entices the eyes and grabs the attention. VERLAINE SOFAS AND POUF. Upholstered left and right sofa and 
pouf. Polimex and MDF structure, different densities polyurethane foams padding and wooden feet. Velvet, fabric or removable leather cover. Sofas will be equipped with a 
back cushion with a removable cover.

SERENO Coffee table. The reorganization of symmetry. This work exudes an energy like that of abstract ex-
pressionism, a forcing by the artists hand or a chaos within the materials and forms themselves, albeit an organ-
ized chaos.

BASALT Side table. Much of Fredrikson Stallard’s 
work is about fragmentation and finding resolution 
through destruction. Each element, object and stand, 
have a disparate visual language ad full of meaning.
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by LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA - 
by FREDRIKSON STALLARD
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SOFAS AND ARMCHAIR. Upholstered four-seat-
er sofa, three-seater sofa and armchair with metal 
structure, goose feather and different densities 
polyurethane foams padding and seat with elastic 
straps. Fixed structure cover and removable cush-
ions cover available in different versions.

Carlo Colombo, a leading figure in the new generation of Italian architects, brings a clear-cut and glamorous touch to the Driade home. Garçonne, whose structure is fully shapes; 
its soft and large cushions in leather or fabric are bounded by slim, gently curved armrests. Completed by the armchair, Garçonne is a luxury item, a fully-fledged protagonist, 
designed for socialites and people who love meeting friends and relaxing with their family.

But how many pillows are needed to make a sofa? Paolo Rizzatto would answer 33! But be careful, these 33 pil-
lows build the sofa don’t simply equip it. Metaphorically speaking, the sofa gets back to the origin of its evolution 
when it was nothing more than a lot of pillows on the floor or leaning on a bench. The designer draws actually a 
new form of macro capitonné where each module retains its own identity. 33 CUSCINI THREE SEATER SOFA 
AND POUF. Steel structure, curved steel legs and polyurethane foam padding. Velvet removable cover available 
in three colors: red, blue or gray tones.

The simplicity and freshness typical of the projects 
by Kazuyo Sejima, are all in this poetic object: a 
slender tree whose branches rise to heaven like a 
prayer. And with a flower offering.

HANAHANA FLOWER VASE. The man-high 
flower vase Hanahana is not suited for flow bouquets 
but holds numerous flower blossoms. From high-pol-
ished stainless steel, for indoor and outdoor use.
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BY KAZUYO SEJIMA by CARLO COLOMBO - by PAOLO RIZZATTO
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LEEON SEATS AND BEDS. Fiberglass and wood-
en structure with painted aluminum legs. Available 
in all the samplery fabrics and leathers categories, in 
all the samplery colors.

LEEON BENCH with wooden frame and fiber-
glass. Fixed cover in white leather with feet in the 
same color.

LEEON DAYBED. Left or right daybed. Wooden 
and fibreglass structure with painted aluminium feet 
and velvet or leather fixed cover.
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Design has recently begun to reread the last 80s, a period full of hedon-
istic sings. Ludovica and Roberto Palomba embrace this input in a collec-
tion that combines some of this aesthetic hallmarks as straight cast-alumi-
num structure (here elegantly painted) and damier decoration. The result 
is an extended project, meant to be used both in private and public areas.

by LUDOVICA + ROBERTO PALOMBA
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NEOZ TWELVE WADDING CUSHIONED 
THREE - SEATER DEEP SOFA. Ebony-coloured 
mahogany and white linen with hem stitching in 
combination with feet from die-cast aluminium and 
loose cushions gives perfect sense of luxury.

NEOZ DAYBED. The elegant Neoz daybed by Dri-
ade is the favourite place for siesta and relaxing. It is 
made from ebony-coloured mahogany and covered 
with removable crispy white linen. With cylindrical 
cushion.

Neoz sofas, bed and day-bed emphasize the formal 
characteristics of the collection they belong to, by 
building a sort of “living nest” marked by the hem-
stitched tissue whiteness, like past laundry, and the 
cushions’ softness. Large wheels, though, suggest an 
only termporary lux.

NEOZ FIVE WADDING CUSHIONED TWO - 
SEATER SOFA. Noble ebony-coloured mahogany, 
crispy white linen with hem stitching, modern alumin-
ium and a zest of Art Déco style - these are the ingre-
dients of the Neoz sofas by Philippe Starck for Driade. 
The result is stunning and shines with discreete and 
timeless elegance.

NEOZ NINE WADDING CUSHIONED THREE 
- SEATER HIGH BACK SOFA. The loosely falling 
cover from linen adds a charming, feminine note and 
a nonchalant counterweight to the rather geometric 
wooden structure. Lose cushions, also from white linen 
with hem stitching, increase seating comfort.

NEOZ DOUBLE BED has a solid base from eb-
ony-coloured mahogany but look light and charming 
thanks to the feet from die-cast aluminium and their 
nylon rollers. The upholstery from polyurethane foam 
and cotton is covered by removable white linen with 
precious hem stitching.
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by PHILIPPE STARCK



EDWARD II CANOPY BED WITH HEADBOARD 
in merbau solid wood, with headboard and legs in sat-
in finish stainless inox steel and cover pleached rope. 

EDWARD I BED WITH HEADBOARD. Satin 
stainless steel structure with solid wooden base. 
Stainless steel pleached roped headboard.

EDWARD III BED WITHOUT HEADBOARD 
This bed is an investment piece that will accommo-
date changing tastes in style.

EDWARD IV CANOPY BED WITHOUT HEAD-
BOARD. The cleanliness of the solid merbau wood 
four poster suit a minimal, modern space, while the 
stainless steel and intertwined rope headboard cre-
ate a focal point. For a softer look, add the optional 
white linen curtains and top canopy.

Antonia Astori calls “memory furniture” those piec-
es which tell something about people attention to 
indoor living. An attention expressed both by the 
recovery of disappeared archetypes (e.g. canopy 
bed) and in precious materials manufacturing (e.g. 
pleached roped steel headboard).
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by ANTONIA ASTORI
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ANAPO DINING TABLE.  The table top, that comes in tempered glass (15mm thickness), chestnut wood or Calacatta Carrara white marble, Irish green and Marquina black – is 
supported by a sculpted frame in black varnished steel, a range of metal tubes embellishing its look and creating movement, with a refined semi-transparent effect. Its inspiration 
lies in the Sixties and in a specific idea of middle-class home torn between rigor and softness, luxury and functionality, indifferent to passing fads.

ANAPO COFFEE  TABLE Table with black painted steel structure and tempered glass th. 15 mm or chestnut 
or makassar ebonized wooden finished or marble Calacatta Carrara white top. (only W.250). Coffee table with 
black painted steel structure and tempered glass th. 15 mm or chestnut or makassar ebonized wooden finished 
or marble Calacatta Carrara white top. Valet with black painted steel structure and tempered glass th.15 mm or 
chestnut or makassar ebonized wooden finished top.

ANAPO VALET. 
Chestnut or Makassar 
ebonized wooden 
finished top

The designer also created the Anapo set of tables, 
in the rectangular and circular version and in differ-
ent sizes, also including coffee tables and a clothes 
hanger. Its inspiration lies in the Sixties and in a spe-
cific idea of middle-class home torn between rigour 
and softness, luxury and functionality, indifferent to 
passing fads. The project also includes two coffee 
tables and a “valet”.
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DIDYMOS TABLE. Crystalplant base with crys-
talplant or marble top.

In a table, oval means perfect: no edge, no head of 
the table, no “odd” diner and, above all, a form ex-
panded in space. Antonia Astori balance then the 
top elegant simplicity with a sculptural base made 
of a malleable as contemporary material.

by ANTONIA ASTORI by GORDON GUILLAUMIER



KHAIMA Set. A soft and welcoming modern shel-
ter, Khaima reminds of a shell for the refined solution 
of the intersecting fabric triangles. Lights, shades, 
threads stretched in space to create evocative 
designs, Khaima is a sweet nest to be complement-
ed with cushions in different sizes and colours to 
achieve a refined cocooning effect.
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by PATRICK NORGUET by LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

HERVÉ Set. Hervé features a slim metal structure 
that is interlaced in the backrest thus creating a pleas-
ant decoration that reminds of vegetable shapes. 
Seats can be customised with backrest cushions and 
paddings with a removable cover and come in fab-
rics of different colours. They can be covered with a 
housse in outdoor fabric to achieve a fresh elegance 
and a new idea of comfort en plein air.
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NEOZ SMALL OCCASIONAL TABLE. Ebonized mahogany structure with cast-aluminum leg terminals and 
nylon castors. Th. 20 mm Calacatta Carrara white marble or mahogany tops (mahogany available only for 105x105 
version).

The desire to review timeless archetypes is one of 
Neoz collection features, which is revealed also by 
tables. Calacatta white marble combines with eb-
onized solid wood, while nylon wheels emphasis is 
counterbalanced by legs multiplication.

NEOZ ROUND DINING TABLE is the perfect 
dining room table. This round marble table with 
wooden legs on wheels is incredibly versatile and 
fun. You can move it around the room so you’ll never 
get tired of your furniture layout and the marble 
top will give your lounge a clean and classy fee.

NEOZ ROUND OCCASIONAL TABLES. Sol-
id natural or ebonized mahogany structure with 
cast-aluminum leg terminals and nylon castors. Top 
available in 20 mm Calacatta Carrara white marble 
or mahogany (mahogany available only for 105 x105 
version).

by PHILIPPE STARCK
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NEOZ SMALL TABLE. Ebanized Mahogany legs 
mounted on pressure die-cast aluminium and grey ny-
lon castors. Calacatta Carrara marble top th 20 mm. 
with water-repellent finish. Available in three ver-
sions. Natural Mahogany finishing, available on request

NEOZ SQUARE COFFEE TABLE. Ebanized-Ma-
hogany-stained solid cherry wood legs mounted on 
pressure die-cast aluminium and grey nylon castors. 
Particle-board wood top with mahogany-stained 
wood finish, th.25 mm
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Even a coffee table can become a piece of art if it can stand 
regardless of the typological limitations. Fredrikson Stallard ad-
dress the issue with the strength of the material to be bent and 
shaped. The result is a completely new form, marked by an im-
portant, and expressionistic, depression in the center of the top.

If we should look for a symbol representing the Japanese gardens art, we would 
probably choose a stone (in Japanese “ishi”). Naoto Fukasawa develops a big pouf 
precisely by a small stone. A naturalistic form first tamed then alienated with the 
use of innatural colors.

KOISHI COFFEE TABLE/POUF Koishi is a multifunctional design object from 
lacquered fiber glass and shaped like a pebble. It comes in white, orange or blue and 
serves as stool or side table while accentuating interiors.

by NAOTO FUKASAWAby FREDRIKSON STALLARD



MOSAIQUE BOOKCASE, with a name that can be pronounced as mosaic, is 
made up different pieces set in different areas. It is a three-dimensional geometric 
creation that can be used as a free-standing bookcase or a room partition, when 
set in the middle of the room. It owes its distinctive charm to the mirrors spaced 
out along the surfaces that reflect light and give any setting a bright and airy atmos-
phere. Made of lacquered MDF and glass and in various combinations, it makes a 
stunning addition to a living room or between different areas of a house.

As an expert in creating fine-tuned and functional designs where daily objects 
achieve a new attractiveness, Francesco Rota has designed the free-standing 
Mosaique bookcase in varnished MDF that can be placed against the wall or in 
the middle of the room to better define space. A three dimensional geometric 
composition, the Mosaique bookcase features alternating empty and full spaces, a 
concave or convex profile according to how it is positioned, and light reflections 
created by mirrors spaced out along the surface. A wall unit with an architectural 
inspiration made for housing, exhibiting and enhancing books.

MOSAIQUE SINGLE BOOKCASE. White MDF bookcase with mirror decora-
tion or grey mud MDF bookcase with bronze mirror decorations.
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by FRANCESCO ROTA
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ERBALE PLANT HOLDER Transparent PVC plant holder equipped with 4 plants 
and 4 water bags. Indoor use only.

Erbale is definitely one of the longest lasting projects in Driade store catalog. De-
signed in 1995, it was actually the “invention of a typology”, as nobody had never 
thought before to a “screen-tent” constructed with plastic bags to contain plants 
and water. Erbale has also become one of the symbol of the rising Italian designers’ 
new generation.
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by BECCHELLI - BORTOLANI - MAFFEI



LA BRUYERE BY LINDE BURKHARDT. Allusive 
and sophisticated, all played on shades of gray and 
black, with contrasting edges. As a painting. Pure vir-
gin wool hand made carpet.
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CARPETS

MAUD, MAUD II BY ANTONIA ASTORI square in the square, but in an eccentric position. Fine lines trying to 
get out from the drawing. The geometric minimalism according to Antonia Astori.

MILDRED, MILDRED II BY ANTONIA ASTORI. Three shades of gray, mauve and orange define the color fields 
with a prospective effect. Simple and brilliant.

YASCHILAN BY VITTORIO LOCATELLI. A ro-
mantic calligraphy, as a fantastic endless herbarium, 
tells a story of flowers and leaves. With hushed 
tone. Pure virgin wool hand made carpet.
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The oldest carpet come down to us is known as the Pazyryk carpet, dat-
ing back to 500 BC. Persia, Turkey, India and other nations have dictated, 
for a long time, the style that we consider Oriental. Today there are many 
new perspectives in the art of covering floors and give a precise meaning 
to our living. Here are the minimalist rugs by Antonia Astori and those 
geometric by Linde Burkhardt, the carpets with sinuous coils wanted by 
Borek Sipek and those flowering by Laudani and Romanelli, the one with 
sparrows by Ed Annink and those finely decorated by Vittorio Locatelli.



ALVARO DE CAMPOS BY LINDE BUR-
KHARDT. A geometric landscape of vibrant colors 
for the carpet designed by Linde Burkhardt, artist, 
designer and critic of architecture. Pure virgin wool 
hand made carpet.

ALBERTO CAEIRO BY LINDE BURKHARDT. 
Circles, sinuous lines, backgrounds of vivid, intense 
colors; a pictorial taste for the carpet designed by 
Linde Burkhardt, artist, designer and critic of archi-
tecture. Pure virgin wool hand made carpet.

RICARDO REIS BY LINDE BURKHARDT. A clear 
pictorial reference in the fragmented rows of pastel 
colors, with touches of black and red for the carpet 
designed by Linde Burkhardt, artist, designer and crit-
ic of architecture. Pure virgin wool hand made carpet.
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CARPETS
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LA FONTAINE BY LINDE BURKHARDT. Always 
attentive to the artistic currents, this time Linde 
Burkhardt seems to be inspired by the pointillism of 
impressionist origin. The effect is intense. Pure virgin 
wool hand made carpet.

CHALAIS BY BOREK SIPEK. In the ramages of 
sinuous swirls red, yellow and black shines the bo-
hemian, imaginative and baroque soul of Borek Sipek. 
Pure virgin wool hand made carpet.

FERNANDO PESSOA BY LINDE BURKHARDT. 
A geometric landscape of vibrant colors for the 
carpet designed by Linde Burkhardt, artist, design-
er and critic of architecture. Pure virgin wool hand 
made carpet.



APPOLONIO BY BOREK SIPEK. CHANDELIER.  
As a cluster of soap bubbles grouped around a larg-
er bubble, which contains the light source: a childish 
game crystallized into reality. Suspension lamp in 
brass and chromed steel. Blown glass spheres.

NORMA BY BOREK SIPEK. CHANDELIER. A 
benevolent and bizarre breeze created a whirl-
wind of golden leaves: the result is a precious and 
seductive globe. Brass suspension lamp with gilded 
leaves and blown glass elements.

FIREWORKS BY XAVIER LUST. CHANDELIER. 
It could have been designed by Alexander Calder 
proponent of kinetic art, as it is suspended between 
equilibrium and disequilibrium; light and unstable at 
every breath of air, otherwise in stable and well-cal-
ibrated. Suspension lamp in chromed steel with 
blown glass diffusers.

LUCIOLA BY FABIO NOVEMBRE. CHANDE-
LIER. Suspension lamp in chromed steel with blown 
glass diffusers Fireflies in a cage. A poetic imitation: 
wondering if they still exist into the wild.
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CHANDELIERS
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LAMPSI BY PARK ASSOCIATI. Filippo Pagliani’s 
and Michele Rossi’s architecture firm who designed 
the Gazelle table and the Mollina chair for Driade 
last year, propose this year the new Lampsi chande-
lier with a led light source and diffuse light coming 
from led strips applied onto an anodized extruded 
aluminum frame. With its constructivist inspiration, 
Lampsi is made up of a central core surrounded by a 
graphic cage, a sketched diamond shining above and 
lighting up spaces.

LUCKY STAR FLOOR LAMP. Black, copper or alu-
minum colored anodized aluminum lamps. Illumina-
tion made of 24 or 14 halogen lamps from 5W GU4 
to 12V. a 12V.

LUCKY STAR BY MAURIZIO GALANTE  TAL 
LANCHMAN. CHANDELIER.

LUCKY STAR. A family of lights that evokes the no-
tion of a starry night, with a canopy of interchangea-
ble constellations. Lucky Star is available in suspension 
or floor versions and in an elliptic or circular format. 
Colors: black, silver and copper.

LAMPSI CHANDELIER. Extruded anodized alumi-
num chandelier brown color with dark orange cen-
tral element or russet color with bright orange cen-
tral element. Diffuse illumination with led strips 80 or 
50W and led central lamp from 5W GU10 to 200V.
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The unique success story of Thonet began with the 
work of master carpenter Michael Thonet (1796-
1871), which established the transition from manual 
furniture production to industrial production. For 
almost two centuries Thonet has been producing 
furniture for The residential and contract sec-
tors: design icons made of bentwood and tubular 
steel as well as contemporary pieces of furniture 
designed by renowned international and national 
designers are produced in the Frankenberg facility 
with a passion for the materials and unique preci-
sion. The combination of cutting-edge production 
technologies and traditional craftsmanship has 
made Thonet one of the most successful furniture 
companies worldwide. The employees in the pro-
duction facility provide of specific know-how that 
has been compiled and permanently optimised in 
the course of the company‘s long history. Thonet has 
always been producing innovative products with 
durability in mind: Thonet furniture stands out due 
to its highest quality standards and timeless formal 
language. A carefully designed concept and several 
production steps stand behind every Thonet prod-
uct – from the processing of the wood or tubular 
steel to the colouring and upholstery. Each piece of 
furniture thus has its own story to tell even before 
it leaves the Frankenberg facility.
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214, seat with cane work or moulded plywood 
seat, plastic mesh beneath cane work seat, surface 
version natural beech

214 P, moulded plywood seat with tacked-on flat 
upholstery, surface version natural beech

214 K, four-leg bentwood frame with knot in the 
right front leg, seat with cane work, plastic mesh be-
neath cane work seat, surface version stained beech. 
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The famous coffee house chair is an icon and considered the most successful mass produced product in the world to date: it initiated the history of modern furniture. The basis 
was a new technique – the bending of solid wood – that Michael Thonet developed and perfected during the 1850s, and it was the first time serial furniture production was 
possible. Added was an ingenious distribution model: 36 disassembled chairs could be packed into a one cubic meter box, shipped throughout the world, and then assembled 
on site. With its clear, reduced aesthetics this classic has been placed in the most diverse environments for more than 150 years. It is produced in our Frankenberg facility.
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214 BENTWOOD CHAIR by MICHAEL THONET, 1859
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CLASSICS

233 CHAIR BY GEBRÜDER THONET, 1895 
Known to all and very familiar, this bentwood classic 
reveals its uniqueness at second glance: the armrests 
are harmonically integrated into the extended back-
rest; two curved bentwood elements connect the 
armrests with the seat. They provide stability and a 
certain flexibility that makes sitting on this chair very
comfortable. 

204 BAR STOOL BY GEBRÜDER THONET, 
1880 Bentwood meets tubular steel in this classic 
among the barstools: the legs are produced from 
beech wood in the traditional bending process 
while a tubular steel ring lends additional stability 
to the stool and serves as a footrest for greater 
seating comfort.
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209, seat with cane work or moulded plywood 
seat, plastic mesh beneath cane work seat, surface 
version natural beech

209 P, moulded plywood seat with tacked-on flat 
upholsteryt

210 P, seat and backrest moulded plywood, flat 
upholstery

This elegant bentwood classic is a masterpiece in its construction and production: the projecting frame that forms both the backrest and armrest is bent into its form from 
a single piece of solid beech wood. Like the original model of all bentwood chairs, no. 214, chair no. 209 also consists of only six parts. Due to its aesthetic reduction in 
combination with the organic form, it almost looks like a sculpture. 

209 BENTWOOD CHAIR 
by GEBRÜDER THONET, 1900
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S 285 TUBULAR STEEL DESK BY MARCEL BREUER, 1935 An unsurpassed piece of modern design. The tabletop 
and storage elements made of varnished or stained wood harmonically fit in with the tubular steel design. The support-
ing frame consists of a single line; the wooden elements seem to float in it. Frame chrome-plated tubular steel, body 
in stained oak and ash, ash open pore lacquer or body lacquered in various colors. Drawers lockable with central lock. 
Also available as a version with open shelf compartments or in a “Pure Materials” version with oiled walnut veneer.

S 1520 COAT RACK BY THONET DESIGN 
TEAM, RANDOLF SCHOTT, 2013 Inspired by 
the classic tubular steel wall-mounted coat rack B 
52/1 from 1930/31. Compared with the historical 
design, the size was carefully adjusted to modern 
requirements – the S 1520 offers clearly more space 
for clothing and objects. The shelves for hats, bags 
and shoes are made of highly durable translucent 
mesh. The three coat rack and shelf versions form 
a complete product family for the entrance area. 
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S 35 L, S 35 L + 35 LH Tubular steel cantilever chair with the construction of a single uninterrupted line. This comfortable club chair was presented in 1930 at the Paris Grand 
Palais as a contribution by the Deutscher Werkbund. The cantilever effect was thus doubled because the armrests, which flex independently from the seat, balance the swinging 
of the seat and backrest frame that projects towards the back. A matching footstool is available. Frames chrome-plated tubular steel. Seat, backrest and footstool covered 
with black full-grain butt leather or brown buffalo hide. Armrests in stained beech or oiled walnut.

S35 CANTILEVER CHAIR by MARCEL BREUER, 1929
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CLASSICS

S 32/S 64 PV CHAIR BY MARCEL BREUER, ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT MART STAM, 1929/30 Thonet has 
been producing these models since 1930. Due to the aesthetic reduction and clarity, they are suitable for many 
uses: conference rooms, waiting areas, restaurants, and homes. Lining with cane work and a transparent plastic mesh 
or upholstered. Hand-sewn bottom side of the backrest.

B 117 SIDE TABLE BY THONET DESIGN 
TEAM, 1934 The low table with a drawer fits 
in well next to a bed or chaise lounge. It was con-
ceived in a way that allows it to be pulled over the 
edge of the bed or lounge, saving space during the 
daytime. It is a classic designed by Thonet in 1934 
and for many years it has been an inherent part of 
the comprehensive tubular steel furniture collec-
tion. Frame chrome-plated tubular steel, wooden 
elements in lacquered in various shades.
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S 64 PV CHAIR BY MARCEL BREUER, ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT MART STAM,
1929/30 Sophisticated constructive form and ingenious aesthetic combination 
of tubular steel, wood, and cane work. Wooden parts in stained beech, covered 
with leather or fabric. The upholstered chair is also available in versions made with 
“Pure Materials”.

B 108 CONSOLE TABLE BY THONET DESIGN TEAM, 1930/31 Beautifully 
designed elegant console with compartment. The invention of tubular steel furniture 
is closely connected to Thonet. The company was its manufacturer and global dis-
tributor. Table fits into many environments: living or dining, entrance areas or offices. 
Frame chrome-plated tubular steel, wooden elements in lacquered in various shades.
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S 43, S 43 F Without or with armrests. Frame tubular steel chrome-plated or lacquered in various colours (not 
stackable). Moulded plywood seat and backrest in stained beech, lacquered or with structured coating in 11 dif-
ferent colours. Also available with upholstered wood shells, covered with leather or fabric. The cantilever chairs 
from program range S 43 with a set in TP 29 black (stain) or RAL 7021 (lacquer or structured coating) as a standard 
have black rivets on the seat and backrest. All other colours are assembled with silver rivets.

S 43 H, S 43 ST Tubular steel classics S43 – an example design in the spirit of modernism. Designer combined 
the tubular steel frame with moulded plywood shells for seat and back and thus created an absolute reduction. 
Due to the comfortable flexing effect of the frame, upholstery is unnecessary. Its clear, reserved form makes this 
cantilever chair an exemplary design in the spirit of modernism. Today, Thonet owns the artistic copyright for this 
strictly cubic chair without back legs.

S 1070 TABLE BY GLEN OLIVER LÖW, 2004
The filigree, elegantly curved tubular steel frame 
is combined with a simple wooden tabletop. Due 
to their formal reduction and selection of differ-
ent surfaces, these tables can be used in residential 
homes as well as meeting rooms.
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S 43 CATILEVER CHAIR 
BY MART STAM (ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT), 1931
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CLASSICS

S 33 CHAIR BY MART STAM (ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT), 1926 These chairs are the first cantilever chairs in furniture 
history. The principle of cantilevering chairs that no longer rest on four legs. Designer created a construction principle 
that became an important building block in the history of modern furniture design with its formal reservation. Without (S 
33) or with armrests (S 34). Frame chrome-plated tubular steel. Covered with butt leather or plastic mesh in black, white 
or silver. Armrests in solid beech or black elastomer. Also available with Buffalo Leather in “Pure Materials” versions.

S 826 CHAIR BY ULRICH BÖHME, 1971 The 
generous, elegant curve of the tubular steel frame 
bent into an endless loop combined with the er-
gonomically shaped seat shell communicates living 
comfort in a modern and lightweight way. Frame 
chrome-plated tubular steel, Seat shell made of 
moulded plywood with upholstered cold foam 
cushions, covered with leather or fabric. Pillow in 
cover material and colour included.
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S 40 F, S 40 Garden chairs that match the classic S 43 by Mart Stam in their construction and design: clear and 
reserved in their form, with ideal sitting comfort and high quality with respect to materials and processing. Today, 
the wooden strips are made of solid Iroko, an African wood with a high density and weather resistance (FSC seal). 
It is similar to teak in appearance and has a smooth, even surface. All wooden parts are oiled for protection. The 
table S 1040 matches these chairs.

S 1040 TABLE BY THONET DESIGN TEAM, 
1999 The classic patio table - beautiful, simple, 
and robust. The table and S 40 chairs form a har-
monic combination for outdoor use. All materials 
are weather resistant. The wood laths are made 
of solid Iroko, a dense African wood that is highly 
weather resistant (FSC seal). It looks like teak and has 
a smooth, even surface. We oil the laths for protec-
tion. Available in two different dimensions, square 
or rectangular. Base frame made of stainless tubular 
steel, wood laths made of Iroko.

S 533 R CHAIR BY LUDWIG MIES VAN DER
ROHE, 1927 The targeted restriction in the use of 
materials, elegance in the lines and transparency in the 
effect are the characteristic properties of the S 533. 
It owes its special comfort to constant elastic flexing. 
The signature of the architect: his design combines 
functionality and comfort with timeless aesthetics. 
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LIVING

808 LOUNGE CHAIR BY FORMSTELLE, 2015 a lounge chair that combines maximum comfort with numerous 
possibilities for individualisation. A clever mechanism allows users to individually adjust the position of the chair, 
while a footstool enhances the program. The designers have created a distinct fabric for the lounge chair 808 in 
collaboration with the German textile manufacture Rohi: “Soul” is available in thirteen colours and impresses with a 
high-quality new woollen yarn and a multidimensional honeycomb structure that lends depth to the fabric.

330 ST CHAIR BY LÄUFER + KEICHEL, 2012
The 330 chair series is characterized by a simple 
and timeless design language featuring distinctive 
shapes, straight lines and ergonomically shaped seats 
and backrests for maximum comfort. The chairs are 
available both with and without armrests. The legs 
and armrests are made of solid beech; seats and 
backrests are made of plywood.
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190 P CHAIR, 190 PF CHAIR WITH ARMRESTS, 1190 TABLE Subtle yet distinctive: the 190/1190 chair and table series. The Barcelona design trio Lievore Altherr Molina 
has designed a chair and table program for Thonet’s living and dining segment. The chair 190 and table 1190 are characterized by conic wooden chair and table legs that taper 
towards the top and provide the classic concept with a dynamic lightness. The filigree tabletop forms a flowing transition to the table legs, which open at an angle. The edges 
of the three-layer solid wood panel are slanted. Cast aluminum head-ends are integrated in the upper end of the individual table legs and create a fascinating contrast. The table 
and chair program can be used in the living and contract segment. Tables rectangular in various sizes or round 120 cm diameter. Frame solid oiled oak and walnut, table connection 
aluminum glass bead blasted, polished or powder coated.

190/1190 by LIEVORE 
ALTHERR MOLINA, 2012
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S 53 SPF, S 55 P CANTILEVER CHAIR A comfortable and elegant all-rounder, based on the construction prin-
ciple of the cantilever chair. With its one-piece seat shell it offers the highest possible comfort, has a formally clear 
design and is produced in the typically high Thonet quality. Its area of uses ranges from conference and meeting 
rooms to training and seminar rooms and to the living segment. The model is produced with and without armrests, 
with two different backrest heights, and is also available as a stackable version.

S 56 SWIVEL CHAIR Five-star based chair with 
castors. Frame chrome-plated tubular steel, seat 
made of moulded plywood in beech and oak with 
natural cross-veneer, or stained with partial uphol-
stery for seat or for seat and backrest, or with full 
upholstery. Armrests made of black elastomer or 
covered with nappa leather, or armrests made of 
solid beech and oak, natural or stained. Covers in 
leather or fabric.
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S 1200 DESK BY THONET DESIGN TEAM: RANDOLF SCHOTT, 2014 Filigree and functional desk. The 
decisive advantage of the S 1200 is its compact dimensions due to which it can be integrated in the smallest 
living space. A well-conceived tubular steel frame forms the basis of the S 1200; its slanted design makes getting 
up easy even in the narrowest of hallways and niches. A footrest assures a comfortable seating position. Optional 
accessories made of flocked metal help keep things on and in the desk properly organized: S 1211 pencil box, S 
1212 filing box DIN A4, S 1213 multi-functional bookrest, S 1214 cable management.

1410 TABLE BY STEFAN DIEZ, 2008 Distinct 
lines and sophisticated details characterize these 
tables. Tables rectangular, square or round in diverse 
dimensions. Tabletop made of coreboard combined 
with veneered panel, table legs made of gluelam.

S 55/56 SWIVEL CHAIR by THONET DESIGN TEAM, 2010
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S 800 5 CONFERENCE TABLE A sculpture in space: the conference table system S 8000 by architect Hadi Te-
herani combines high functionality with perfected quality and visual lightness. Like a ribbon the elegant metal base 
bracket continues on the surface of the tabletop where it becomes a functional surface - the central element. Mul-
timedia module and beamer can be individually integrated. Cables are run invisibly in the supporting base structure.

S 8100 CONFERENCE ROUND TABLE Metal 
base bracket / cover plate functional surface: stain-
less steel polished. Tables rectangular or round in 
diverse dimensions. Tabletops with beech, ash, oak 
or walnut veneer as well as white mineral surface.
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S 845 DW, S 845 DRW, S 843 High-quality visitor’s and conference chair with a special aesthetic appeal. Its unique characteristic is the accentuated separation of shell and 
frame. The moulded plywood seat shell has formal analogies to automobile design in the shape of the surfaces - translated to wood as a material at Thonet. The ergonomic shape 
with special upholstery offers high seating comfort. The use of diverse veneers and stains and various upholstery covers in leather or fabric change the character of the chair and 
allow it to fit in with any interior design environment. Various backrest heights and foot frames are available.

S 8005 CONFERENCE SYSTEM TABLE 
by HADI TEHERANI, 2010

 S 840 SWIVEL CHAIR by LEPPER 
SCHMIDT SOMMERLADE, 2006
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1404 TABLE. Distinct lines and sophisticated details characterize these tables, which Stefan Diez designed to 
match his chair program 404. They are produced in a range of dimensions and versions. Formally, the relationship to 
the chairs is evident in the typical rounding of the table legs; the tabletop edges are thin, which makes the tables 
look lightweight and elegant. A special construction beneath the tabletop assures stability. The table legs can be 
removed from the tabletop for transport and storage.

1403 TABLE. Rectangular, square or round in di-
verse dimensions. Tabletop made of coreboard 
combined with veneered panel, table legs made of 
gluelam. Available in natural, stained or white var-
nished beech.
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7000/C301 SHELVING SYSTEM Modular, minimal, individual shelf system 7000 
has a basic grid of 140, 120 or 80 cm width, 10, 20, 30 or 40 cm height, and is 40 cm 
deep. It can be assembled without tools and extended or changed in its dimensions 
with additional elements. Various surfaces offer a broad spectrum of uses from the 
living to the contract segment. The contrast between the 4 cm thick shelves and 
the clear, reduced metal support structure is aesthetically attractive.

7000/C305 SHELVING SYSTEM. Elegant, simple, and modular aluminium sup-
port structure high-gloss polished, chrome-plated matte or powder-coated black 
or white. Shelves made of lightweight wood panel, veneered in beech, ash, oak or 
walnut or in different stains; top coat in black and white or laminate in white and 
light gray with plastic edge veneer. The shelf can be extended or complemented 
with various elements. They can be simply clicked into the frame at any time.

1404 TABLE by STEFAN DIEZ, 2008
7000/C301 SHELVING SYSTEM 

by  F/P DESIGN, 2010.
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LIVING

404 BENTWOOD ARMCHAIR BY STEFAN 
DIEZ, 2007 “... Something like this can only be done 
in wood”. Chair (404) and larger sized armchair (404 
F). Version with soft comfort cushioning of seat and 
backrest: chair 405 PF. 

130 F CHAIR WITH ARMREST. Frame solid 
wood, seat and backrest without upholstery made 
of moulded plywood in stained beech or oak. Al-
ternatively seat, backrest and armrests with struc-
tured coating in different colors, or partial uphol-
stery for seat only or for seat and backrest.

THE 130/1130 CHAIR AND TABLE SERIES BY NAOTO FUKASAWA, 2010. Calm, harmonic, with subtle 
details - the chair program complements the tables 1130. Naoto Fukasawa used the most typical Thonet material 
for his design: solid wood. The result is a program that seems to have fallen out of time with its archetypal-uni-
versal form and construction: a simple wooden chair with an ergonomically shaped seat resting on its frame and a 
comfortable backrest.

404 H BARSTOOL BY STEFAN DIEZ, 2007.
Standing on three legs, it is striking and unmistakable. 
The seat is especially characteristic and plays with the 
association with a riding saddle. When sitting down, 
a surprising effect occurs: the seat slightly “swings.”
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A 1660 TABLE BY JAMES IRVINE, 2004 Organic in its shape, well-propor-
tioned and reduced to a minimum. The exciting contrast between wood and 
metal, the elegantly curved lines of the tabletops, and the edges of the tabletop 
that are beveled towards the bottom make the table look lightweight and clear. 
Single-column table with round or square tabletops, in diverse dimensions. 

107 WOODEN CHAIR BY ROBERT STADLER, 2011 A comfortable and resil-
ient wooden chair for restaurants, bistros and private dining areas thanks to an ex-
cellent combination of elegance, stability and lightness. Frame solid wood, without 
armrests, seat and backrest moulded plywood natural or stained beech. Wooden 
seats or upholstered with leather or fabric. With gliders for hard and soft floors.
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Leolux is a dynamic company with a keen vision on de-
sign and the future. But this modern organization can 
boast a long history. For eight decades now, Leolux 
has been creating its provoking design in the south of 
the Netherlands, whereby it has chosen the path of 
evolution. Innovative and calm growth, steady and 
with a clear vision. For eighty years now, the special-
ists from Leolux have been allowing themselves to be 
challenged by designers and artists to translate inno-
vative ideas about shape, materials and comfort into 
fantastic seating. With a clear vision of the future, the 
company combines true craftsmanship with the tech-
nologies of today. So seeking the perfect furniture to 
meet your personal interior needs. Then colour those 
ideas in. Together with you, because Leolux makes 
every product to order for you personally, with all 
the options you want. A Leolux sofa is more than just a 
piece of furniture. Leolux makes choices: for comfort, 
for quality, but also choices for art and for a sustainable 
production method. Leolux sorts, selects and inspires. 
You yourself add your personal component to the 
models in the collection. High tech and pure tradition. 
Only this unique combination of experience, expertise 
and high-tech makes it possible to make hundreds of 
unique products every day. Over eighty years, Leolux 
has found the perfect balance here with its employees, 
the Leolux family in Venlo.
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ADITI LOUNGE TABLE simple little table is sometimes all you need. Aditi is rectangular or square and comes 
with a practical lower leaf in glass to hold small items. The top leaf in solid wood has a really natural appearance. 
In lacquer you get a more modern look. 

ARABELLA SOFA offers an asymmetric play on 
lines that at first sight looks familiar, but on clos-
er inspection surprises. Colour combinations can 
strengthen or soften that effect at will. An infinite 
object with eccentric twists, this Arabella by Ste-
fan Heiliger for Leolux.

ADITI - ARABELLA
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ADARTNE SOFA. Combine your favourite material with matching colours for the frame and embroidery. With 
bold contrasts or restrained beauty. You can do it all with Adartne from Leolux: youthful and colourful design for 
an austere interior, as expressive as you want it to be.

ADARTNE ARMCHAIR. Armchair, 2- and 2.5-seat 
sofa or footstool (2 sizes). Frame lacquered or in 
polished stainless steel. You gear the “Dashes” em-
broidery to the lacquer colour. Perfect balance.

ADARTNE
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CALBUCO DINING TABLE. You can enlarge this 
oval table by simply sliding the leaves apart. The 
extension leaves are located in the compartment 
beneath the top leaf. You press on them, the leaves 
come up and you fold them out. That’s it. Calbuco 
stands on a foot of epoxied steel and a column in 
veneer or lacquer. At its lowest point (the storage 
compartment) Calbuco is 67 cm high, so most dining 
chairs can be pushed up to it normally.

CALLAS DINING CHAIR. An eye-catcher at the 
table? No problem at all with Callas. It’s no coinci-
dence that these dining room chairs are named after 
the legendary opera diva: Like the Greek-American 
soprano, Callas from Leolux has its eccentricities, 
but also puts on a fantastic performance.

CALLAS DINING CHAIR. Available as dining 
room chair. Legs are available in three grey tones 
in epoxy or colourful in Leolux lacquer. The seat 
bucket can be covered in at most two materials or 
colours. Even more exquisite is Callas Artisan: a hand 
sewn spine replaces the zipper at the back.

CALLAS - CALBUCO
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BLOCCO LOUNGE TABLE is built up of three 
sections. The top sections rotate so you can 
always pull the leaf closer if necessary. Under-
neath Blocco you’ll find handy storage compart-
ments to hold small items such as magazines or a 
remote control. Handy, practical and as colour-
ful as you want it.

BLOCCO
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DARIUS ARMCHAIR. Veteran Jan Armgardt created 
Darius, a luxury armchair which allows you to really relax 
with its high protecting back and its gently sprung frame. 
The armrests run in a fluid line into the seat and back. 
They complete the perfect organic shape. This armchair 
can rightly call itself the “King among armchairs”.

CIMBER LOUNGE & OCCASIONAL TABLE in 
lacquer, oak (oil or stain) and walnut (oil or stain). Legs 
are finished in chrome. Option: lacquer or epoxy.

CARUZZO SWIVEL ARMCHAIR is made just for 
you. He boasts a high back for your privacy and tra-
ditional upholstery details to ensure that Caruzzo is a 
feast for the eyes. The striking embroidered seam on 
the back of the seat is hand-made by Leolux craftsmen. 
It looks fantastic of course in a contrasting colour.
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PYRITE DINING CHAIR. These chairs are light, 
so easy to push. The relatively small bucket forms 
a comfortable spot with an active seat for many 
hours of enjoying dinner or entertaining friends.

PYRITE CARUZZO - CIMBER - DARIUS
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INDUS DINING TABLE has a solid wood leaf. It 
lends Indus a natural appearance without the table 
itself looking overly solid, because the leaf looks re-
ally thin thanks to the broad chamfer on the under-
side. The point of the oval table leaf is flattened off 
so you can dine in style even at the head of the table.

GRIFFO TABLE. Portable, handy little tables offer 
extra convenience. You simply place them where 
you need them. This lovely occasional table is light 
and easy to move using the handle under the leaf.

IRIS COFFEE TABLE. Three identical legs support a 
glass leaf. That seems simple enough to start with, but 
Iris from Leolux has a lot more than that to offer. With 
two different leaf shapes and two heights, you make 
combinations that functionally enrich your living space.

GRIFFO - IRIS - INDUS
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ELIXIR ARMCHAIR. Anyone sitting in it under-
goes a quite different experience; the cocooning 
effect of the high back and the delightful features 
of the built-in comfort options. 

GISA SWIVEL ARMCHAIR was created out of 
one block of material, from which Jane Worthing-
ton sculpted her “swan” Gisa. A shape like this can 
only be reproduced with high-end technology, so 
you can create a unique sculpture with your own 
covering, a form to enrich your interior.

ELIXIR FOOTSTOOL. With all the positive attrib-
utes of the traditional wing chair, but provided with 
a hypermodern look that immediately places it at 
the centre of attention.

ELIXIR SWIVEL ARMCHAIR. Modern armchair 
with frame in polished stainless steel. Adjustable 
integrated headrest. Continuously adjustable back. 
Covering options for back and seat

ELIXIR - GISA 
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Crowned with a Reddot Award 2010 and 
Good Industrial Design 2010. This dining room 
chair was already award-winning. Leolux has now add-
ed another three variants to the existing Spring series. 
With a luxury frame in solid oak as well as the version 
in chrome. So you can combine still more freely than 
before and let Spring fit in with your interior needs. 

INDUS DINING TABLE has a solid wood leaf. It lends Indus a natural appearance without the table itself looking 
overly solid, because the leaf looks really thin thanks to the broad chamfer on the underside. The point of the oval 
table leaf is flattened off so you can dine in style even at the head of the table.

INDUS - SPRING CHAIR
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KIKKO ARMCHAIR.  Sitting or reclining? On Kikko 
you can do both. Is it a chaise longue? Yes, but this 
multifunctional does more. By lifting the back slight-
ly it turns 90 degrees to the left or right. That trans-
forms the chaise longue into a comfortable seat 
with an extra place besides. Available in countless 
colour and covering combinations (two colours for 
the seat, two for the back).

KIKKO
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INDRA BY CUNO FROMMHERZ, 2015. A se-
rene location in which to enjoy reading a book or 
having a good conversation. Cuno Frommherz em-
bodied this vision in the Indra armchair, with the soft-
ness and elegance that fulfills these wishes.

PAPAGENO BY JAN ARMGARDT, 1993. This ARM-
CHAIR is the Leolux symbol for playfulness, fun and 
humour. The striking aluminium feet, the slightly sprung 
back and its lovely organic shape make Papageno an 
eye-catcher that is difficult to date. Yet this Leolux classic 
already has a history going back more than twenty years.

PARABOLICA BY STEFAN HEILIGER, 2009. SWIVEL ARMCHAIR. Crowned with a Reddot Award 2009 
and Good Design 2010 and as Good Industrial Design 2010. The asymmetric form allows at least three user expe-
riences: sitting “normally”, laid back relaxed or sitting actively with the armrest as a little desk. A real eye-catcher, 
with great versatility.
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PALLONE CHAIR. The icon of Leolux. The sitting ball 
specially designed in 1989 for the House of the Future 
is even now still as futuristic and humorous. And may-
be so successful because of that. Pallone is personality, 
the perfect eye-catcher for distinctive interiors.

NINFEA LOUNGE TABLE offers countless colour-
ful choices and is extremely flexible as well. The three 
round leaves rotate around a point, which the design-
er just happened to place off-centre.

PALLONE CHAIR IN BONDAGE. Available in 
three sizes and as footstool. Distinguished with 
“Beste Nederlandse Meubelontwerp”, “Designpre-
is Schweiz” and “Good Industrial Design”. Crowned 
by “Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen”.

PALLONE - NINFEA PARABOLICA - PAPAGENO - TROVO
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VIVRE DINING TABLE. A solid wood table will show signs of use over the years. That gives it extra character. 
The aluminium strip under the leaf lends Vivre an extra-robust appearance, but Vivre is really practical too. The 
feet slide with it as you extend this table, so they stay where they belong: at the corners. 

VIVRE LARGO
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VOLARE

VOLARE ARMCHAIR. The wire armchair stems from the beginning of last century. With Volare, Jan Armgardt has created a more contemporary variant. With the minimal-
ist industrial design so characteristic of wire furniture, but also with splendid sprung comfort and embroidered cushions for a luxury atmosphere. So sitting seems almost like 
hovering. Available as armchair with matching footstool. The frame is finished in Epoxy E100 (option: other epoxy colours or lacquer). Foot caps in plastic, white or silver. Extra 
comfort option: seat depth -1.5 cm. The spacious seat on the armchair gives plenty of opportunity to choose another posture than simply sitting straight. That relaxed feeling 
that descends upon you in such moments fits perfectly with the light look, the utter essence of a piece of furniture, Volare has it all!
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Since its origins in the 1970’s, BD has always been an 
atypical company. Its founders and still current owners, 
who come from an architectural background rather 
than the business field, have oriented BD’s production 
from the very start by cultivating beauty, in some cas-
es above their function. Accompanied with artisanal 
processes instead of mass production, the new prod-
ucts always have more proximity to art than industrial 
design. Characterized by superior quality, short-series 
productions (and on occasion limited editions), and 
unique pieces due to crafted manufacturing. In the 80’s, 
BD pleasantly surprised by editing Gaudí’s furniture 
for his famous buildings and in the early 90’s, BD again 
astounded by introducing an exclusive first collection 
of furniture and lamps designed by Dalí. Recently the 
Collections and Designers with an accentuated artistic 
profile like Jaime Hayón and Doshi Levien, continue to 
point the way where design and art meet together.
Design meets Art. Since 1972



ANTONI GAUDÍ
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CALVET BENCH & CHAIR. All the furniture originated 
in this place is made of massive oak. The bac is decorat-
ed by three horizontally aligned floral motives. Each of 
these ornaments is carved in the wood and presents the 
peculiarity to be surrounded, on their turn, by three floral 
symmetrical motives creating a triangle. The curves of the 
back itself create lines that remind of flower petals.

BATLLÓ Chair. This elegant chair was designed 
by Gaudí for the dining room in Casa Batlló. It is one of 
the first items of furniture to be ergonomically adapt-
ed. Its design presents a reduction of the structure to 
the bare minimum and an adaptation of the shape to 
the human body, resulting in a high level of comfort.

CALVET ARMCHAIR & TABOURET. In contrast with what happened in general to almost all the Modernista furniture 
which ended up going out of fashion, funiture designed by Gaudi is still as modern today as it was when it was first de-
signed. Perhaps this is because it is more reminiscient of sculpture than mere benches and chairs. The Calvet armchair is 
outstanding amongst these designs because of its expressive force. It was designed along with four other pieces, a stool, 
a mirror, a chair and a bench, for the house of the same name. 

DOOR KNOBS. Gaudí metalwork fittings 1902/1910: 
An exact reproduction in both form and material of 
eight original metalwork fittings designed by Anto-
ni Gaudí for various of his works of architecture. This 
unique series was presented in the exhibition “Gaudí 
diseñador” (Barcelona, 1977).

CALVET MIRROR. All the pieces of furniture of Casa 
Calvet are made of oak wood and have organic shapes. 
The mirrors create a union with the chairs. The original 
piece is decorated with a layer of gold foil.
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A company that has always attributed such great 
importance to the author of the designs could nev-
er forget the great figures in history. That is why the 
BD catalogue of contemporary creations has always 
included those by admired classical masters. Anto-
ni Gaudí (1852/1926) is, without doubt, the most 
internationally well-known Spanish architect. His 
integrated conception of architecture led him to 
pay attention, not only to structural calculations, but 
also to all the decorative elements, including furni-
ture, that would form part of the building. The ad-
miration felt by modern designers for the furniture 
designed by Gaudí has not gone unnoticed by BD 
which was the first company to rescue them from 
history by embarking on their serial production using 
traditional art and craft techniques and the same 
materials –varnished solid oak– in order to repro-
duce all the rich detail displayed by the originals 
when they were first produced.



SALVADOR DALÍ
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LEDA CHAIR. Taken from the 1935 painting 
“Femme à la Tête Rose” by Salvador Dali, the Leda 
Chair was re imagined and brought to life by sculp-
tor Joaquim Camps who created a tangible, usable 
piece of furniture and work of art.

XAI. With the approval of the Fundación Gala-Salvador Dalí, BD 
has decided to launch a limited edition of twenty white lambs, 
and one unique version in black. Naturally, as each piece is unique, 
each Xai table is in reality a one-of unique piece. The designer Oscar 
Tusquets Blanca referenced an image of a lamb with a telephone 
balanced on its spine and sliding storage in its stomach from Dalí’s 
1942 painting Interpretation Project for a Stable-Library.

LEDA TABLE. This arresting table stands upon a graceful human-inspired form. A limb stretches up to support the 
table with a hand and is met by a graceful leg, its knee appears to be carrying the weight of the table top whilst 
the calve glides.

VIS-À-VIS DE GALA. Inspired by its original imagining in the 19th century, the vis-à-vis attained prominence once again 
when redesigned by the mid-century artist Salvadore Dali. The two sided seat in a shocking parma violet hue, is set in 
a serpentine arrangement and was initially intended for intimate conversation, with the meandering, partitioning back 
allowing for individual privacy. The graceful shape is accentuated by the opulent natural silk upholstery, tufted back and 
seat. The wooden base is lined with polished lacquered brass plate, whilst polished and varnished cast brass travels across 
the backrest like an outstretched arm, resting its hand upon the luxurious fabric.
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DALILIPS dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Nunc varius pellentesque leo, tempus et. Inte-
ger ut tellus ex.

BRACELLI LAMP. It is designed by Salvador Dali 
takes an upward zigzag trajectory producing a dramat-
ic display akin to a strike of lightning. The zigzag spine 
appears to be supported by a wishbone and a cotton 
or rayon lampshade crowns the summit. Expertly craft-
ed and painted in fine gold leaf.

RINOCERÓNTICO KNOB. One of the problems 
involved in producing salvador dalí’s designs was that 
of the choice of materials, which the artist never 
specified. A balance had to be found between the 
painter’s tastes and the practicalities of manufacture. 

CAJONES LAMP is the little sister of the Muletas 
lamp; two tapered sticks expertly carved in pale var-
nished lime-wood entwine together to produce the 
spine of the lamp and a beige linen shade in a draped 
fashion, crowns the head.
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NARCISSIST Dressing Cabinet by Neri&Hu for Bd, 
is a tribute to beauty and women. The dressing cab-
inets are no longer in use. Why? Some people say it’s 
a question of time, space in the houses,... We claim 
that women have time and a space for themselves 
in the contemporary houses, like our mothers and 
grandmothers had many years ago...

TOUT VA BIEN Cabinet by Antoine and Manuel. It is decorated with relief carvings on the front and side panels. The patterns are derived from “arts and crafts, hieroglyphic 
language, contemporary graphics, fantasy, and optimism.” Customers also have the choice of having the top also decorated in relief patterns. Additionally, the cabinet is set upon 
solid alderwood feet in a variety of forms, making this piece of furniture highly unique.

SHANTY by Doshi Levien. A patchwork of corrugated surfaces come together to make up the façade of this 
cabinet. The aesthetic has been influenced by improvised dwellings across the world, influenced the Shanty cabi-
net collection by Doshi Levien for Spanish furniture company BD Barcelona.

STORAGE - SHELVING
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MULTILEG CABINET by Jaime Hayon. When in 2006 BD decided to bet on his talent with the successful Show-
time Collection, Jaime still was an emerging talent with an artistic profile out of the ordinary.  Now BD presents 
a new wooden version, walnut and walnut nature, with the same virtues as the first: modular, multipurpose and 
multileg.

HYPOSTILA Shelving by Lluis Clotet, Oscar Tusquets 
Blanca, Enric Miralles. BD has always had a special in-
terest in shelving –this auxiliary furnishing that keeps 
places tidy– and in aluminium too. The Hypóstila 
shelving was designed in 1979 in such a way that 
it can take heavy loads using minimal sections and 
achieve an infinity of sizes and arrangements.

CHANDLO Dressing Table by Doshi Levien. The word 
Chandlo translated, refers to the small mark or disc that 
a Hindu woman wears on her forehead to represent her 
faith. This is symbolised here by the circular mirror. The 
other abstract components that make up this unit, are all 
based on the daily ritual of dressing & grooming.

DREAMS Cabinet Cristian Zuzunaga. An atypical designer 
with a graphic art profile having a language of his own, the 
key being the pixel, which has given him fame and inter-
national recognition. He has said that his style is fruit to a 
dream he had, which is precisely the name given to this 
piece: Dreams. The cabinet is presented in three versions. 

FREE PORT Cabinet by Martí Guixé. “It is a modular piece 
of furniture made of container cubes, with various func-
tions. They have a dynamic both in their volume and in their 
position and finish. The woods, all different and all synthet-
ic, are always on the inside.” It is multifunctional. Perfect 
for being the centre for a party. It allows for different 
configurations, and can also work as an island piece. 
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HAPPY HOUR Tables. The Happy Hour series in-
cludes the Servicetable and Servicebar serving trol-
leys and the Ginger Stools, available in three differ-
ent heights. The considerable collection of Happy 
Hour tables includes M, a large-sized round table; 
XS and S, both of which are smaller in diameter and 
also come in a high version; XXL and XL, which have 
a central hole; and L, which is the most stylised and 
another of the pieces in this numerous range. 
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GAULINO Table by Oscar Tusquets Blanca. In this piece —says Tusquets— some critic detected his well-known admiration for Salvador Dalí but, when he saw it finished, it 
seemed to him that the clearest influences came from Antoni Gaudí and Carlo Mollino. This is why it is called Gaulino. He designed it in 1987 and since then it has become a point 
of reference in Spanish design. Nearly a quarter of a century later, BD is re-launching it, improved, accompanied by a new table design and with the knowledge of having a unique 
and unrepeatable chair which has a great story to tell. With it BD has begun making a series of audiovisuals - BD STORIES - on their most iconic designs.
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TABLE B by Konstantin Grcic. With Mesa Table B edited by Bd Barcelona Design , Konstantin Grcic collection debuts Extrusions. His name is as simple and technical as the design 
itself. Grcic was inspired by classical pieces Bd. Its apparent simplicity hides a complex technical development which involved senior engineers. As a counterpoint, the produc-
tion includes several manual processes. The result is a highly crafted piece with all the character of the German designer. Suitable for indoor and outdoor spaces. Material : On in 
extruded aluminum bezel or auction at the ends with scotch anodised polished silver or matte black or painted to RAL to choose. The upper surface can be finished in natural 
oak veneer with water varnish. 
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SHOWTIME MULTILEG Coffee Table by Jaime Hayón. Jaime Hayon continues to be 
one of the most celebrated Spanish designers on the international stage. When in 2006 
BD decided to bet on his talent with the successful Showtime Collection, Jaime still was 
an emerging talent with an artistic profile out of the ordinary. His style has been refined 
over the years. BD presents a new wooden version, walnut and walnut nature, with the 
same virtues as the first: modular, multipurpose and multilegged.

SHOWTIME Coffee Table by Jaime Hayón. A collection meant for the home, but 
which has the adaptability and the personality needed for contract furnishing. A 
collection in which plastics consort with upholstery, the gleam of lacquered wood 
and the tradition of fine ceramics. In these contrasts between classicism and mo-
dernity, Showtime reflects what has always been the very essence of BD.

MONKEY SIDE Table by Jaime 
Hayón. Hayón’s table is shaped like a 
monkey from the waist up, and holds 
a flat tray above its head like a wait-
er. It is made from solid architectural 
concrete resin, making it suitable for 
indoor and outdoor use. “To me this 
is a nice piece, with nice quality and 
with a glimpse of humour, but very 
functional and innovative in the ma-
terial use,” said Hayón. “It also brings a 
tropical feeling to the outdoors.”

FANG TABLE by Xavier Mañosa (Barce-
lona,1981) To demonstrate, this table has 
been modelled for BD with own hands 
of designer. Each leg is uniquely different. 
They are made of porcelain stoneware 
at high temperatures to guarantee re-
sistance and durability. It’s presented in 
two versions. One is where the legs are 
in a black enamel, brilliant finish and the 
oak table top tinted in black to match. 
The other has a raw finish with a natural 
oak top. For this version, the material for 
the legs used is visible with no additional 
coatings. They are just as they are when 
they come out of the oven at 1250º. This 
is where the table’s name, Fang is from, 
which in Catalan means ‘clay’.
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SIDE TABLE B  by Konstantin Grcic. It’s elegant, solid and 
utilitarian. Designed by Konstantin Gricic as a complimen-
tary match for Bench B - part of the Extrusions Collection. 
More than being just a Side Table B, it’s got a life of its own. 
It is made of just one piece of architectural concrete, the 
same material as the one leg unit for Table B, which has its 
own personality much like a small sculpture.

METTSASS by Ettore Sottsass jr. In the 70’s, Sottsass 
made many designs for BD. One of the first was this table 
baptised with the name “Mettsass”, which dates back to 
1972. The table Mettsass has not lost the personality with 
which Sottsass designed it 40 years ago. BD has repro-
duced the structure with the same dimensions and colours.
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GARDENIAS Indoor Armchair by Jaime Hayón. Gardenias is a collection of furniture for the garden. That’s 
not a real genre, but it does differentiate Gardenias from other exterior furniture collections. Subtlety, 
beauty and memory are omnipresent in its design, along with a determination to make the collection 
broad, varied, multipurpose and open. One of the most outstanding characteristics of the collection is the 
way its translated the generally rigid and square-shaped image of outdoor metallic furniture to a language 
that is more romantic in form and also suitable for indoor use. It carries the unmistakable mark of Hayon in 
the svelte, subtle and feminine forms.
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SHOWTIME by Jaime Hayón. Jaime Hayón is the most intriguing figure 
in new Spanish design. He has energy, talent and a style of his own, 
which are all distilled into the Showtime collection. Just as much at 
home in a majestic residential setting as at a restaurant or hotel. Arm-
chair, sofa and cover in rotomoulded polyethylene. Upholstered in 
leather capitoné and bright lacquered. With optional cover for the 
single armchair, to take shelter from the sun, read or listen to music in 
privacy. Married with its unusual shape, this armchair is a particularly 
unique product, combining contemporary materials with the tradi-
tional element of the quilted seat and back.



LOW LOUNGER by Jaime Hayón. Now with the same elegance and comfort that is required for this type of chair, BD launches the Low Lounger. A version with a lower back-
rest, specially developed for the contract market and with the Hayon’s unmistakable stamp..

ARMCHAIRS
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LOUNGER by Jaime Hayón. A collection of great personality for the home and the contract, that was completed with a family of chairs. In the wake of its success, BD intro-
duced in 2009 a new piece in this collection: the Lounger. It has the elegance of the collection, the comfort that is required for this type of chair and Hayon’s unmistakable stamp 
in its design: contrasts between classicism and modernity, monocolor finishes and high quality upholstered in fabric or leather. 2014, with the same elegance and comfort that is 
required for this type of chair, BD launches the Low Lounger.
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BINARIA STOOL by Jordi Badia, Otto Canalda. It is one of the most singular pieces of recent years. It is the work of a doctor, 
Jordi Badía, and industrial designer Otto Canalda. It is not simply a stool, this is a seat with medical prescription. It is specially rec-
ommended for all those activities which are undertaken in a seated position but require mobility. The shapes of the seat, which 
are patented, guarantee the most beneficial position for the back with respect to the legs. At exactly 135º. The shapes have 
been developed from a meticulous anthropometric study and are characterised by a central division, which makes it natural to 
separate the legs and so achieve stability for the coxofemoral joint. Binaria is a chair which feels good.

HAPPY HOUR GINGER STOOL by Alfredo Häberli. A 
stool where you can put your personal belongings, a coffee 
table with a hole in the centre, another with a rotating top 
that can be put to all kinds of new uses, and so on. Happy 
Hour is a wide range of furniture for installations, which also 
has a role to play in the home. 

CHAIR B by Konstantin Grcic. To complement the Ex-
trusions collection, Konstantin Grcic has now designed 
the B chair, a wooden chair with pieces of aluminium in 
its structure. The legs are X-shaped and the seat folds, 
which allows for horizontal stacking and pays tribute to 
the name of the collection.
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GAULINO CHAIR by Oscar Tusquets Blanca. 
The Gaulino chair was designed in 1987 by Oscar 
Tusquets. It was selected for the Industrial Design 
Prize, Adi-Fad in 1989 and in Iberdiseño in 1990. 
Since then it has always been included in the retro-
spective shows of Spanish Design, in both exhibitions 
and publications, and has become a point of refer-
ence in twentieth century design in our country. The 
clearest influences came from Antoni Gaudí and Car-
lo Mollino: this is why the chair was called Gaulino. JAMAICA CHAIR by Pepe Cortés. Pepe Cortés’ famous design has been commercialised since 1991 and will now continue 

to be branded and produced by BD Barcelona Design. Versions of the stool include three different heights and an either wood 
or aluminium finish. Frame in tubular steel, chromed or finished in metallic polyester; swivel seat vailable in three options: - cast 
aluminium, polished and anodised - solid varnished beech wood; colours according to sample collection. - Polyamide; colours 
according to sample collection.
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SHOWTIME CHAIR by Jaime Hayón. Seat and back in internal beech plywood. Outer faces in varnished oak or wengué, and mukali open-pore varnished in several colours (11 
mm thick). Metal structures in steel tube, painted in several colours with textured finish. Upholstery in various configurations for the backrests, arms, seats and cushions. Four 
types of fabric may be used in different colours. All options of varnished or lacquered wood may be mixed with the different upholsteries. Buttons cast in Zamak with various 
metallic finishes.
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JANET STOOL by Ramón Ubeda, Otto Canalda. In-
spired in the most memorable designers of the history 
of chairs – Jacobsen and Thonet – born with a classical 
purpose. It is modern and elegant. Comfortable, light 
and resistant. Structure in chromed steel tube. Seat 
in cast AG3 aluminium scotch polished or anodized 
silver grey. It can be upholstered in black leather.
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HAPPY HOUR Trolley by Alfredo Hâberli. “…A 
trolley where you can put your personal belongings, 
a coffee table with a hole in the centre, another 
with a rotating top that can be put to all kinds of 
new uses, and so on. Brief tales that could be writ-
ten on a matchbox”.

SHANTY Mirror by Doshi Levien. Along with the development of Shanty project, different ideas of possible 
additions to the cabinet were appearing. Of those ideas, we decided to develop this set of mirrors that can work 
together or separately, and complement this type of products so characteristic of BD.

SHOWTIME Mirror by Jaime Hayón. Designed 
by prominent furniture designer James Hayon, the 
Show-Time Mirror is a set of 8 different mirrors, 
which can be either placed together or used sep-
arately. Each of the mirrors have been intricately 
designed in order to combine with each other to 
create a beautiful outlook.

MIRALLMAR Mirror by Eduard Samsó. Seven mirrors randomly deployed on a zig-zagging spine configure the 
object. The seven faces are a thought, an intuition and, as such, something never definitive, always unfinished... In con-
trast, at the spine everything is terminated, constructed... There everything is definitive and conclusive. Intentional-
ly, a part of this spine is left exposed to view in order to give a few clues as to the laws governing its construction.
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SHOWTIME Vases by Jaime Hayón. It is collection of vas-
es featuring traditional fine ceramics. Made in two piec-
es in glazed toneware. They are available in two finishes: 
white only or in several colours, according to the model.

BARCELONES Umbrella Stand by Pep Bonet. This 
umbrella stand, together with the Mirallmar mirror 
designed by Eduardo Samsó, made up the BD con-
tribution to the project Casa Barcelona: 38 Spanish 
designs for ’92.“It collects water, it can grow, it en-
sures order, it does not get in the way...”. These vir-
tues won it an Adi-Fad Delta award in 1991.

GARDENIAS Vases by Jaime Hayón. The 
Gardenias Vases are a collection of scupltur-
al and functional forms for the garden. This 
collection of sculptural vases and planters 
are made from high quality fine terracotta 
which is then treated with an impermeable 
layer that protects them from the elements.

PLEC Umbrella Stand by Isabel Gamero, Jordi Pérez. 
The linear disposition of this umbrella stand allows for 
an unlimited additive growth and ensures the perfect 
order of the umbrellas it holds. It projects out from 
the wall by only sixteen centimetres, so that it can be 
placed in any corridor without getting in the way.



FLAMINGO Lamp by Alvaro Siza. The extraordinary thing about the Flamingo cannot be appreciated in photo-
graphs, nor even in detailed design plans. What distinguishes it from any other lamp is its use. Its unusual height, the 
quality of its light, the neutrality and apparent fragility of its variable and detachable structure, the mobility of its 
very delicate wings, all allow for unsuspected uses. It can be a substitute for a candle at dinner, light up a picture or 
bookrest, allow reading in bed without disturbing the possible bedfellow.

BIB LUZ LIBRO by Oscar Tusquets Blanca. If I place 
a lamp on a shelf, all of the shelves bellow it are in 
shadow. Only by moving the light source forward 
can I light up the backs of the books. What I then have 
is a body with a shaft with a light at the end of it.

LIGHTING
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OLVIDADA Lamp by Pepe Cortes. Pepe Cortés designed 
this incandescent strip lamp in 1976, but was forgotten in a 
drawer until BD rediscovered it and put it into production 
in 1984. A short time before, the collection of ‘Very Formal 
Furniture’ had been presented, which included other lamps 
designed together with Javier Mariscal.
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VAGUE STELLE Lamp by Antoni de Moragas
Inspired by the medieval style, the Vague 
Stelle hanging lamps lamp has offered a simple 
design at first glance but have everything you 
need to make a modern style statement in the 
spaces where they are incorporated, which 
were Characterized by its lights of small bulbs 
like those used for Christmas lights rather than 
typical medium-sized or regular-sized bulbs.
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CATALANO Bench by Lluis Clotet, Oscar Tusquets BlancaOne of the few pieces of Spanish design that have never 
been bettered and which can be expected to remain commercially viable. The secret lies in its well-known virtues. 
Its ergonomic shape, wisely adapted from the bench antoni gaudí designed for Güll Park; and the deployé steel, which 
gives it a sense of transparency so that it blends discreetly into its setting, prevents rainwater from collecting and 
keeps it warm in winter and cool in summer.

SWISS Benches by Alfredo Häberli. “For Bd, and paying tribute to the Catalano bench, I have invented The Swiss benches, a series of public benches that have the virtue of offering some extra function, some 
extra detail, that added value I always try to find when I develop my ideas. One of the benches is El Poeta (the poet), where I can write or eat with the support of a table. Another is dedicated to El Banquero 
(the banker), who is a tougher sort, with one part at which to stand (because he sits down all day) and eat a sandwich (because he has very little time). Then there is El Filósofo (the philosopher), inspired by the 
person who needs some quiet and visual calm, but never wants to be alone, because he needs to chat. For people who prefer to be alone I offer El Solitario (the loner), and for two people, La Pareja (the couple), 
because it is still possible to share a bench without anyone being sitting beside you. The Swiss benches form part of a new class of products that Bd has named the Transit Furniture Concept. They can be installed 
as well inside or outside. Furnish a public park, an airport terminal or a shopping mall.”

BENCH B by Konstantin Grcic. It is a new design for BD’s Extrusion Collection, which 
had the extruded aluminium as a leit motiv for a family of products. The bench is for 
public and domestic use, from a very short one-seater side chair, to a long bench for 8 
people. It can be for indoor or outdoor, it can have arms or not, it can be upholstered 
or left pure aluminium.
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PERFORANO Bench by Lluis Clotet, Oscar Tusquets Blanca. One 
of the few pieces of Spanish design that have never been bet-
tered and which can be expected to remain commercially viable. 
The secret lies in its well-known virtues. Its ergonomic shape, wise-
ly adapted from the bench Antoni Gaudí designed for Güell Park.
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BDLOVE Planter by Ross Lovegrove. The natural choice for projecting installations 
with the www.bdlove.com Program. Like all the other pieces in the program, the 
planter is available in a wide range of colours including a spectacular fluorescent red 
(only for interiors). special colours can be ordered.

BDLOVE Bench by Ross Lovegrove. Lovegrove has created public seating that 
has all the character of exuberantly lively sculpture, with forms designed to engage 
the emotions. And its very generous dimensions allow it to seat up to ten people 
at once, as well as making it the children have a whale of a time.
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BDLOVE FAMILThe Bdlove family is made up of a bench —Bdlove 
bench— big enough for up to ten people, seating which incorporates a 
lamp —Bdlove lamp— and another unit which is combined with a planter 
—Bdlove planter. They are all light, resistant and stackable, projected from 
rationality but with a backing for personality. They have been successful up 
till now and are soon to complete their first decade in the market. BD is 
celebrating the occasion by presenting versions with new finishes. Metal-
lised and lacquered. So that they will continue to shine wherever they go. 

BDLOVE Lamp by Ross Lovegrove. BD Barcelona Design continues with 
its labour of improving the quality of urban spaces by developing new 
designs and new concepts. Just as, in its day, the concept of street furniture 
was defined, so now is born a new concept furniture for transit areas be-
cause cities too have evolved, and the dividing line between the space of 
public squares, airport terminals and shopping malls is ever more blurred.
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Since 1926 Tonon has continued to be a well-known brand in the world of seating, reliable and syn-
onymous with design and quality “made in Italy”. Characterizing features that come from the past: 
their origins date back to the twenties, include years of careful and creative manufacturing. Even 
after the industrialization of the fifties, the pleasure of “thinking and making” never stopped Tonon 
today bases itself on research and development, on new materials and technologies; but with a 
craftsman’s heart and an industrial mind, a combination ensuring a better life when seated, either re-
laxing or around a table. Tonon products have the great ability to enhance interior decoration. Even 
when romantic or classic rather than innovative or trendy, they are always original proposals with a 
contemporary idea and combined with innovative technology. Products for international markets, 
with different cultures and living styles, made equal by good taste, sensitivity and elegance.
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FLY TOO Chair by Guggenbichler Design. The Fly 
Too Chair is manufactured using an injected foam 
shell with an inner support metal frame. This process 
is used so the Fly Too will retain its beautiful lines for 
years to come. The chair is also equipped with a 360 
degree memory return.

CHARMING Lounge Chair by Annette Lang. The 
Charming Lounge Chair is a heavy duty lounge chair 
based on a transitional design. It has been built to not 
only appeal to the eye, but be rigorous enough to be 
used in contract environments. 

CRYSTAL TOO Lounge Chair by Jackie Choi Design 
Steel frame covered with injected flame retardant 
polyurethane foam. Central column and four spoke 
base in polished aluminium. 360° swivel with mem-
ory return.

CRYSTAL Chair by Jackie Choi Design. With a recti-
linear shape, the Crystal Chair presents a contempo-
rary appearance. The chair has been used in a wide 
variety of environments, including as a visitor chair in 
an office, to a home dining area. 

WAITING
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ANTHEIA Chair by Jackie Choi Design. The Antheia 
Chair is a soft seating solution for those seeking a 
contemporary design for a visitor chair or confer-
ence area. Injected fire retardant foam shell with 
self supporting structure in high resistance steel. 
Sled base or round base in polished chrome steel. 
The round base with central column has a 360° 
swivel with memory return.

EPISODES Lounge Chair by Sally and Raible Leni-
ger. The Episodes Collection is a complete range of 
seating. The Episodes Lounge Chair and the rest of 
the Episodes collection is classical in appearance, 
and designed for use in residential or commercial 
applications. The Episodes Lounge is accented with 
a square decorative back.

FEEL ME Chair by Fabio Di Bartolomei. It offers all 
of a modern contemporary design with the com-
fort of an old fashion lounge chair. Created with a 
feel frame covered with polyurethane foam, the 
Feel Me Chair can be covered by a wide array of 
fabrics and leather. It makes an exquisite lounge or 
family room chair.
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LEAF Lounge Chair by Thomas Althaus. The Leaf is a 
small lounge chair with a structure in wood covered 
with stress-resistant polyurethane foam at varied 
densities and Dacron. The column base is finished in 
chrome. It features a 360° swivel version with auto 
return mechanism.

LORD GERRIT Lounge Chair by Gabriela Raible. 
The Lord Gerrit Seating Collection represents the 
finest in transitional chairs currently offered by Ita-
ly. Hand crafted by Italian artisans, the Lord Gerrit 
design is accented by hand tufted upholstery in the 
seat giving elegance to the piece. 

MATCHBALL Lounge Chair by Lepper Schmidt 
and Sommerlade. The Matchball Lounge Chair is a 
must have for any tennis, baseball or soccer club-
house. Its delightful round shape is playful, yet very 
comfortable.

FUSION Chair by Stephan Veit Industrial designer. 
In the Fusion Chair Veit has created a piece that is 
soft and alluring to look at, and even more so to sit 
in. The Fusion Chair makes and excellent dining or 
visitor chair.

JOIN ME Chair by Jahnz - Renzler. The Join Me Chair 
is a swiveling chair available in many different fabrics 
and leathers. The Join Me Chair features a 360 de-
gree swivel with a memory return making it great 
for home dining or office conferencing.

LADY Lounge Chair by Isabelle Rigal The Lady 
Lounge Chair was designed in 2008 by the French 
designer Isabelle Rigal. Its swivel disk base allows 
the Lady to turn a full 360 degrees and return to a 
center position when the user arises

WAITING
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HE Chair by Guggenbichler Design. Similar to the 
Guggenbichler She Chair design, Tonon presents the 
He Chair. A little taller and less curves, the He Chair 
makes a great visitor chair. The 360 degree swivel 
with memory return makes the He Chair great for 
residential or contract applications.
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SPHERE Chair by Lepper Schmidt and Sommer-
lade. The Sphere Chair is a contract grade lounge 
chair available with two different style bases - a 
polished aluminum cross base and a stainless steel 
disc base. Each is offered with a wide variety of 
popular fabrics and leathers.

VILLA Armchair by Edi & Paolo Ciani. The Villa Arm-
chair is a traditional and elegant dining chair made for 
commercial or residential use. The handcrafted solid 
wood frame can be finished in one of several differ-
ent stains, while the beautiful seat and back may be 
finished in a high quality European fabric or leather.

WINE Chair by Guggenbichler Design. The Wine 
Chair is an attractive dining or conference chair 
available with a 5 star castor base, or contemporary 
cross base. Using injected foam over a steel frame, 
this chair is made to be highly durable, but also com-
fortable.

SELLA Sofa by Peter Maly. Considered to be one 
of the most important designers of the 20th cen-
tury. The Sella Sofa is suitable for residential or a 
contract application. The frame is constructed with 
solid beech wood available a number of stains. The 
seat and back are upholstered in fabric or leather.

SHE Lounge Chair by Guggenbichler Design. The She 
Lounge is refined contemporary elegance. Its slight 
tilt over a metal base makes the She Lounge Chair 
a piece that invites lounging. Available with a wide 
range of fabrics and leathers, it’s easy to design one 
to fit any lounge area in your home or office.

SKYLINE Lounge Chair by Bernhard Leniger. It is a part 
of a transitional seating collection designed by German 
designer Bernhard Leniger. The Skyline collection is ro-
bust and elegant. The design is great for commercial 
seating applications as well as residential environments. 
The Skyline is also available as a side chair or armchair.

WAITING
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HEARTBREAKER by Oscar Tusquets Blanca. With a 
heart shaped design, the Heartbreaker Lounge Chair 
appeals to the romantic side in all of us. Designed 
by the famous Spanish designer, the Heartbreaker 
Lounge Chair has been used in waiting rooms, living 
rooms, and lounge areas around the world.

ONE FOR TWO Lounge Chair by Stefan Heiliger. Sensual 
and relaxing the One for Two Chair is a design that draws 
one to its welcoming arms to sit, lounge, and relax. Steel 
frame with elastic belts, covered with injected flame 
retardant polyurethane foam. Asymmetric cross base in 
polished chrome steel.

PRINCESS Lounge by Fabrizio Gallinaro. A wide range 
of timeless upholstered seating solutions with wooden 
frames, with a slight elegant influence from the neoclas-
sicism. The Princess collection is a must for an elegant in-
terior solution. Upholstery available in fabric, micro fibre 
comfort or leather.

PYRAMID Chair by Peter Maly. The Pyramid Chair is a 
big and bold lounge chair. With its thick arms and seat, the 
Pyramid has an imposing presence. Mounted atop a metal 
disk base or cross base, the Pyramid can swivel a full 360 
degrees. It is equipped with a memory return allowing it 
to center back to its original position.
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WAVE Lounge Chair by Peter Maly. The Wave 
Lounge Chair is an award winning piece. The Wave 
Lounge Chair is available with an attractive square 
steel base finished with matte chrome. The Wave 
is commonly used in contemporary living environ-
ments, but works equally well in a lobby area. The 
optional swivel makes the chair highly functional as 
modern visitor’s chair.

POPPY Lounge Chair by David Fox. The Poppy 
Chair is a generous lounge chair. Fox was inspired by 
the opening of a poppy as it cups and reaches to the 
sun. Based in Leeds, UK, Fox has won 4 international 
awards for this magnificent design including the Red 
Dot and Good Design Awards. The Poppy is availa-
ble in a wide range of fabrics and leathers. It comes 
standard with a 360 degree memory return swivel.

WAITING
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QUESTION MARK Chair by Stefan Heiliger. The 
Question Mark Chair is perhaps Tonon’s most famous 
design. The chair has been nominated or won more 
design awards than any other chair in their line. De-
signed in 2008, the Question Mark Chair has become 
a design favorite of interior designers and architects 
around the world. The Question Mark Chair’s unique 
shape has a certain aspect of modernism to it while 
being comfortable and completely functional as a 
dining or visitor chair. The continuous curve is sup-
ported throughout with steel providing a durable 
and interesting design you can enjoy for years.
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SHAPE Chair by Stefan Heiliger. The Shape Chair 
is a stunning contemporary dining or conferencing 
chair. Using an angular form and open back, the Shape 
Chair has a timeless appeal.  The Shape is construct-
ed with injected foam over steel frame ensuring 
years of enjoyment.Stefan Heiliger designed the 
Shape Chair in 2006. He currently designs from his 
studio in Frankfurt.

SHELLS Lounge Chair by Martin Ballendat. Shell 
is already a classic in the Tonon collection. It has 
been a hallmark of high design for a decade after 
winning the Good Design and Reddot Awards in 
2004. This Martin Ballendat design uses a beautifully 
curved back mounted on either a steel or wooden 
leg base.  The Shells Lounge Chair can swivel a full 
360 degrees and return to center making it an ideal 
conferencing or dining chair. The back of the chair 
is finished with either a black or sand color knitted 
Trevira giving the chair a glistening appearance

WAITING
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STAGE Lounge Chair by Fabio Di 
Bartolomei. The Stage Lounge Chair 
was designed in 2006. This chair has 
gone onto to be copied by numerous 
other companies, each adding their 
own character to this legendary de-
sign. The original version, as seen here, 
uses a 360 degree memory swivel 
with a shell made of injected foam. 
This type of foam construction does 
an excellent job of retaining its shape 
over years of use. The Stage Lounge 
Chair is often used as a lounge chair 
or for a lobby space.
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LILI Chair by Veit Streitenberger. This model offers 
exceptionally sturdy and comfortable seating per-
fectly matched with an apparently slender base. As 
a result, this chair possesses a unique and original clas-
sic modern elegance. Lili is suitable for many areas in 
public spaces.

PIT Armchair by Maly Hoffmann Kahleyss. The Pit 
Armchair is an award winning chair. The Pit Armchair 
is made with passion, providing a perfect connec-
tion between design and craft. The minimalist shape 
of the shell is available fully upholstered with ele-
gant stitching or with wooden back.

PRINCESS Armchair by Fabrizio Gallinaro. The 
Princess Armchair is part of a complete collection 
of timeless wood frame upholstered seating. The 
range is accented with a slight elegant influence 
from the neoclassical style. The Princess collection 
is a must for an elegant interior solution.

BARLEY Stackable Chair by Tom Kelley. There are 
no limits for the use, Barley is at home in both clas-
sical and modern interior. An international product, 
which can be found in the Nuremberg Verkehrs mu-
seum , the castle of Hanover as well as in the Munich 
Allianz Arena, Barley fits everywhere.

LA SALLE Chair by Peter Kern. The La Salle Chair is 
a chair that was inspired by the past. Simple and el-
egant, the La Salle’s rectilinear design has makes true 
contemporary statement. The La Salle seating series 
also includes and attractive barstool ready for use 
in any environment.

LILI Armchair by Veit Streitenberger. The Lili Arm-
chair offers exceptionally strong and comfortable seat-
ing perfectly matched to a slender base. As a result, 
the Lili Armchair possesses a unique and original classic 
modern elegance. The Tonon Lili is suitable for many ar-
eas in public spaces as well as residential settings.
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BARLEY Chair by Tom Kelley. Barley is the idea of a 
chair of great simplicity, the little details make the dif-
ference. Just like the “Frankfurter chair” in his time, but 
now in a full range of chairs, armchairs, stools and lounges, 
from the standard frame up to stackable ones, whether 
with plywood or upholstered seat, anything is possible.

RESTAURANT - BISTROT
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TAKO SOFT TOUCH Chair by Mac Stopa. The organic shaped shell of Tako chair is made by a steel frame injected 
with coloured integral “soft touch” polyurethane. The shell gives a nice sensation of softness which promises the 
utmost comfort when seated. The attracting 4-leg base is available both in American walnut and in oak. An addi-
tional variation of Tako chair is the fully upholstered version, available both in three different leathers categories, 
and in a wide choice of fabrics.

RE SOLE Chair by Fabrizio Gallinaro. A complete 
collection: nothing is missing in order to satisfy any 
needs. The oval back, with its flexibility, due to its 
special steel connection with the seat, gives to the 
guests great comfort.

RE SOLE Arcmchair by Fabrizio Gallinaro. The Re Sole Arm-
chair is a modern interpretation of the medallion chair created 
by French culture in the 17th century. The Re Sole is a col-
lection of seating that includes a side chair and armchair that 
are optionally wider, and that are strong enough for contract 
use. Designed by Fabrizio Gallinaro, Re Sole makes an elegant 
addition to any dining area.

POUF POUF by Veit Streitenberger. The small lounge Pouf Pouf is the solution to the increasing request for 
a trendy product, where design and function are blended together in a new concept, unique and fashionable. 
In the contract business, this item becomes a crossover between an informal restaurant and a bar. The MDF 
structure can be lacquered in any colour. 180° swivel system with return mechanism.

RESTAURANT - BISTROT
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LORD GERRIT Armchair by The Lord Gerrit Col-
lection is comprised of a side chair, armchair, stool 
and lounge seating making excellent choice for high 
end residential or contract applications.

LUCKY Chair by Martin Ballendat. Lucky is a funny 
and universal chair, usable for cafeterias and wine 
bars, suitable for waiting or meeting rooms and of 
course, perfect at home. The shape comes from a 
particular mould which creates an extremely com-
fortable shell. 

SKYLINE Armchair by Berhard Leniger. Traditional 
seating program with structure in massive beech 
wood. Upholstered on the frame, available in fabric, 
microfibre comfort or leather. The program is con-
sisting of two chairs and armchairs, two lounges and 
one stool.

CHARMING Armchair by Annette Lang. The 
Charming Armchair is part of a complete series of 
seating penned by the German designer Annette 
Lang. The series includes a side chair, lounge chairs and 
a stool.  Lang designs from her studio in Stuttgart.

EPISODES Chair by Bernhard Leniger, Gabriela Rai-
ble. The Episodes Collection includes side chairs, 
armchairs, a lounge chair, and sofa.  Classic range of 
chairs with structure in beech. The range is com-
pleted by a range of occasional tables and consoles 
tables. Upholstery in fabric or leather.

FRAGRANCES Armchair by Christian Heimberger. 
It is a traditional dining chair constructed with solid 
beech wood and upholstered in a range of Europe-
an fabrics and leathers. The Fragrances is designed to 
be elegant, comfortable and durable.

STRUCTURE STEEL
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TENDENCE Armchair by Lepper Schmidt and 
Sommerlade. It is made completely of solid wood 
that has been handcrafted. A chrome steel detail 
gives the Tendence a unique modernist look to this 
transitional design. A comfortable seat and nicely 
pitched back make the Tendence as comfortable of 
a chair as it is beautiful.

TWIST Chair by Stefan Heligher. The Twist Chair is 
a sculptural design made with the use of modern 
materials including high resistance steel and injected 
polyurethane foam. In this design Twist is somewhat 
reminiscent of Verner Panton’s chair from the 1960s, 
but the Twist does have a character of its own.

VILLA Armchair by Edi & Paolo Ciani. The Villa 
Armchair was designed by Edi and Paolo Ciani, two 
Italian brothers that have been designing together 
since 1992. Since that time, this studio has excelled in 
the use of advanced materials for innovative design.

ENSEMBLE Armchair by Martin Ballendat. The Ensemble Armchair is from a seating series designed by the Ger-
man design studio of Martin Ballendat. The series is comprised of side chairs and armchairs that use either steel or 
wood bases and a rectilinear seat design. The Ensemble uses an injected foam seat that is very comfortable, and 
makes for an excellent dining chair. Martin Ballendat has been designing contemporary furniture for over 25 years. 
His design studio has won many awards for their intriguing shapes and functionality of the items.

STRUCTURE STEEL
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CONCEPT Chair by Martin Ballendat. The 
Concept Chair is a unique mix of steel and inno-
vative materials that create an enveloping con-
temporary side chair. The Concept Chair was 
designed by the award winning designer, Martin 
Ballendat, who has been a successful designer 
with more than 25 years of experience. In the 
Concept Chair design, Ballendat uses polyure-
thane foam for the seat which creates comfort, 
and maintains a clean look for years. The base 
is available in polished chrome, matte stainless 
steel, or a very contemporary oak wood leg.
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EXAGON Chair by Franco Poli. Its distinctive fea-
ture, which is going to characterize other designs in 
the future, is represented by the innovative mate-
rial tech-polyurethane, adding lightness and elastic-
ity to the warmth and softness of the surface. The 
3D decorations in the back (in the lounge also on 
the seat) make these products really special.

MISS Chair by Guggenbichler Design. The simple and elegant Miss 
Chair was designed by the German studio Guggenbichler. This is a solid 
wood handcrafted frame made with oak or walnut. A wide variety 
of fabrics or leathers can be chosen for the upholstery.

STRUCTURE STEEL
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EUTHALIA by Matteo Nunziati. The Euthalia Armchair has become one of 
TONON’s most popular designs. Perhaps it is due to the timeless beauty that 
Matteo Nunziati designed into the chair. Perhaps it is because of the solid wood 
construction handcrafted in Italy. The Euthalia is available as a side chair, armchair, 
or stool.  All versions are available in a wide variety of beech wood stains for 
the frame, and a wide range of fabric for the upholstered seat and back.
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NINE EIGHTEEN Chair by Fabio Di Bartolomei. The 
seat of the Nine Eighteen Chair is produced with 
soft foam called Freeform. This new low density 
material gives the product a soft and nice touch 
sensation. Freeform has a high resistance thanks to 
natural elasticity. It is also scratch proof. The legs of 
the chair are in matte stainless steel or wood.

SELLA Side Chair by Peter Maly. The Sella Side 
Chair is suitable for residential or a contract appli-
cation. The frame is constructed with solid beech 
wood available a number of stains. The seat and 
back are upholstered in fabric or leather.

STRUCTURE STEEL
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TENDENCE Chair
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CONCEPT Stool by Martin Ballendat. The Con-
cept Stool is a unique mix of steel and innovative 
materials that create an enveloping contemporary 
height adjustable stool. In the Concept Stool design, 
Martin Ballendat uses polyurethane foam for the 
seat which creates comfort, and maintains a clean 
look for years.

EPISODES Stool by Bernhard Leniger, Gabriela 
Raible. Handmade in Italy using solid beech wood, 
the Episodes Stool is made to last years while beau-
tifying the interior space at the same time. Classic 
stool with structure in massive beech wood. Seat in 
injected foam, upholstery available in fabric, microfi-
bre Comfort or leather.

LA SALLE Stool by Peter Kern. Simple and elegant, 
the La Salle’s rectilinear design has makes true con-
temporary statement. Inspired from the past with a 
new restyling: chair and barstool in massive wood.

BARKLEY Stool by Tom Kelley BRAND Stool by Martin Ballandat. The Brand Stool has 
become a high design favorite of residential clients and in-
terior designers across the globe due to its clean, durable, 
and classic design cues. The unique back of Tonon’s Brand 
Chairs may be full upholstered, or is available in one of 
three popular wood finishes - natural beech wood, oak or 
American black walnut.

CHARMING Stool by Annette Lang. Elegant full 
upholstered stool with legs in massive beech wood, 
with footrest in mat chrome metal. Upholstery 
available in fabric, microfibre Comfort or leather.

BAR
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SELLA Stool by Peter Maly. The Sella Stool is suit-
able for residential or a contract application. Stool 
in wood with parts in stainless steel. Alumium glides 
with felt or plastic. Upholstery available in fabric, in 
microfibre Comfort, in leather or in hide.
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VILLA by Edi & Paolo Ciani WAVE by Peter Maly WAVE by Peter Maly

T.SYSTEM by Matthias Demacker / Demackerdesign TENDENCE by Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade UP-CHAIR by Martin Ballendat

“It often occurs to me to compare Tonon’s business to that of a stylist’s workshop. The daily activity, the creative 
eagerness, the staff cooperation and enthusiasm, the stylistic coherence, the small last minute modifications, the 
cooperation with the designers and - finally - the presentation to the public: the atmosphere is the same. So that 
Tonon products are chosen by an international clientele attracted by design and Italian style to realize afterwards 
that the chairs and the tables have additional values such as the ergonomics, the strength and the contemporary 
timelessness. In a word, the total quality which can only be the result of that Tonon atmosphere which I was speak-
ing about at the beginning”.
Sandro Tonon (chairman)

BAR
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PRINCESS by Fabrizio Gallinaro QUESTION MARK by Stefan Heiliger RE SOLE by Fabrizio Gallinaro

LUCKY by Martin Ballendat

Design technology Tonon products have as a common denominator the ability to enhance interior decoration. 
Even if romantic or classical rather than innovative or trendy, they are always original proposals, never ordinary, 
characterized by a contemporary idea and by a developed technology. Products conceived and destined for 
international markets and cultures, for ways of life and daily living very different from each other. Products made 
equal by good taste, sensitivity, elegance and regularly presented at the international top Furniture Fairs: Milan, 
Köln, London, Rotterdam, Stockholm, Moskow, Kiev, Miami, Las Vegas, Dubai, Bahrein. In several inexhaustible com-
binations of shape, finish and fabric.

MONEYPENNY by Bernhard Leniger, Gabriela Raible NINE EIGHTEEN by Fabio Di Bartolomei
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BRAND Chair by Martin Ballendat. Wide range of 
chairs with square section metal frame in polished 
or matt chrome finish available. Back in plywood or 
upholstered.

MEETING - CONFERENCE

FLOW Cantilever Armchair by Lepper Schmidt 
Sommerlade. It is a very comfortable and extreme-
ly clean contemporary design. The Flow Armchair 
is particularly popular due to its ergonomic back. 
The injected polyurethane foam makes for a chair 
that will last for years and years while maintaining its 
pleasing aesthetic shape.

UP-CHAIR by Martin Ballendat. The Up-Chair is an 
extremely emotional product. The high comfort 
level is achieved through the use of an innovative 
manufacturing process of the shell. The material is 
called FREEFORM ADVANCED, an integral sol-
id-colored foam, whose molecular structure is very 
stable and partly self supporting.

SWING Chair by Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade. The 
Swing Round Chair offers comfort and contempo-
rary style through a tubular steel cantilever frame, 
high pitched back, and double padded seat. The 
frame may be specified with a polished chrome fin-
ish offering a more classic look.
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GAMMA Chair by Martin Ballendat. With influence 
from Eero Saarinen’s No. 72 chair, Martin Ballendat 
created the Gamma Chair. This contemporary chair 
with modern classic design cues makes a magnificent 
dining or visitor chair. With three different bases, 
and many different fabrics or leathers to choose 
from, it’s easy to find a Gamma that works perfectly 
for your environment.
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SYMBOL Armchair by Lepper Schmidt and Sommerlade. 
This magnificent cantilever armchair has clean contempo-
rary design, the designers have given the option of having a 
fully upholstered back, or having an oak or walnut finish. Ei-
ther way, it is comfortable and made to last for years. It 
makes a wonderful dining or conferencing chair.

COSY Armchair by Wally Paal. A sleek modern chair 
with a beech seat padded with polyurethane foam 
and fully covered in fabric or leather. The frame is 
square section steel with a polished chrome finish. See 
corresponding samples below for all leather and fabric 
options. Available with or without arms. Also available 
with a walnut or oak back, please contact us for a spe-
cific quote.

MEETING - CONFERENCE
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BREEZE Chair by Lepper Schmidt Sommerlade. 
Frame with rectangular hollow steel section in 
polished or mat chrome finish, round tubular steel 
frame in polished chrome finish. Injected fire retard-
ant foam shell with self supporting structure in high 
resistance steel.
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SELLA by Peter Maly. Collection of coffee ta-
bles, available in two different sizes. Base in beech 
wood, top in black or sandblasted security glass. 
Bistro and restaurant tables with base and top in 
beech wood. Available in different heights. Base-
ment in stainless steel.

TWISTER by Stefan Heiliger. The base of the Twist-
er table is like a sculpture that reflects the inner life 
of a shell, on the base is placed a transparent glass 
top that allows to show the artfully curved base in 
its full beauty. Cristalplant is a high technology com-
posite material consisting of natural minerals, pure 
polyester and acrylic polymers. 

ELISSE by Wally Paal. New range of tables with 
tops in different wood essences or white polyester 
lacquer with various top dimensions. Table bases in 
matt or polished inox, steel white high gloss lacquer 
or wood.

TIME Tables by Guggenbichler Design. Coffee tables 
with round steel plate or ring in stainless steel. Struc-
ture in massive wood and top in transparent security 
glass. Dining table with round steel basement in stain-
less steel. Solid black walnut structure, transparent se-
curity glass top or top in american walnut.

SHELLS by Martin Ballendat. Collection of five cof-
fee tables, available in two different heights. Table 
top in beech wood, round and square. Base in chro-
mium plated metal or chrome mat.

WAVE by Peter Maly. Coffee table with top in 
beech wood 60x60 cm. Base chrome mat or chro-
mium plated metal.
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DIAMONDS by Matthias Demacker / Demack-
erdesign. Inspired by crystalline forms, a series of 
diamond shaped side tables in black walnut occurs. 
These tables provide some open space to use as a 
storage for magazines etc.

U.TABLE by Guggenbichler Design. New table 
program with wide range of table tops in different 
wood essences or white polyester lacquer with 
various top dimensions. Table bases in chromium 
plated steel and steel white high gloss lacquer.

EPISODES by Bernhard Leniger, Gabriela Raible. 
Range of coffee tables and console in beech wood.

FRAME by Matthias Demacker / Demackerdesign. 
Collection of tables. Column base available in dif-
ferent heights. Table top with decorative frame in 
chromium plated metal and surface in white Co-
rian® or in black and white laminate. Round and 
square tables available.

COFFEE TABLES - TABLES
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SUNRAY Chair by Fabio Di Bartolomei. Whether 
in the dining room in chrome steel or on the patio 
under cover in stainless steel, the filigreed elegance 
of this chair cannot go unnoticed. Seat cushion with 
integral foam is available in four colours black, white, 
light grey and apple green.

SUNSET by Guggenbichler Design. Whether in the 
living room or on the patio sunset adds pleasant 
colours to your life. Contrasting curved lines and ta-
pered shape render this armchair most distinctive. 

233 & 234 by Tonon. Small tables with four spoke 
base in anodized aluminium and table top in strati-
fied laminate.

973 by Fabio Di Bartolomei. Small table made with a 
base in cement, column in anodized aluminium and a 
tray in through-coloured Polyethylene. Available in four 
different colours (red, white, orange and apple green).

SUNRAY Stool by Fabio Di Bartolomei. Stool in 
stainless steel, suitable for outdoor use under the 
roof.

SUNDANCE by Stefan Heiliger. Indoor and out-
door: in both areas Sundance can be used with ex-
cellent results. It is particularly attractive thanks to 
its straight lines and its extravagant design. Available 
in four stock colours and four additional non-stock 
colours on request.

OUTDOOR
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SUNRISE by Fabio Di Bartolomei. Sunrise is special for 
any lifestyle. Its fluent and light design attracts much 
attention. The high level of comfort of this armchair 
is very convincing. Available in four stock colours and 
four additional non-stock colours on request.
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NEWS

QUO Chair by Martin Ballendat. Quo is an elegant stacking chair which impresses with a very special twist in the back. The shell of 
Quo is available in many exciting colors and up to 40 pieces any RAL color can be made on request. The shell of the modern stack-
ing chair “Quo” is produced in soft touch light, the base in steel is available in polished or matt black and white lacquered steel.

MAC’S Table by Mac Stopa. A table system with unlimited possibilities. The 
key of its success is the innovative material soft-touch used for the base ele-
ment. With the same element is possible to create innumerable combinations. 
In this way there is no limit to the table length. The single element is available in 
12 different colours allowing you to create many combinations. You can decide 
how your table will look like: monochromatic or coloured like a rainbow. A 
steel junction component links together all the base elements. Set free you 
fantasy and create your own table system. The table system is available also on 
bespoken dimensions with quotation and lead time on demand.
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RIVER STONE by Mac Stopa. The 3D design of the external part of river stone gives 
the product a particular touch. This pouf that looks like a stone, gives a pleasant sensation 
of softness and comfort, it is very easy to move and is waterproof thanks to its compact 
external polyurethane surface. In the contract business, river stone offers a wide choice of 
possible applications: as small stool in the dressing room of a fashion store; as seating area in 
a modern shoe shop, as seating ensemble for children’s birthday party rooms, for bars, caf-
eterias, wellness centers and also in the shopping malls, where people look for a short rest.
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NEWS

STRUCTURE Armchair by Mac Stopa. Structure awarded with the label red dot design award 2013. The 
Structure organic shaped shell is manufactured in low-density integral polyurethane foam with inner frame in 
steel. The three-dimensions design of the external part, shaped like a diamond, gives the product a particular 
touch. The inner plane part of the shell fits perfectly the body shape, with a pleasant sensation of softness and 
a comfort. The shell is offered in 10 colours. The attractive 4-leg base is available in chromed or matt chromed 
steel. An additional version is available with elegant solid wooden legs in American walnut or European oak.

JONATHAN Chair by Paolo Nava. Jonathan 30 is the new version of the Jonathan model designed by Paolo 
Nava 30 years ago. The two ovals are made of a self supporting frame padded with coloured integral foam 
and are linked with a die-cast aluminium joint. The organic shapes of seat and back fit perfectly the body and 
the integral foam transmits a pleasant sensation of softness giving the utmost comfort to the seat. The shell is 
supplied in 12 different colours. The elegant 4-leg base in solid wood is available in American walnut or oak.
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UP Chair by Martin Ballendat. Up-chair, the 
bestseller created in 2012 has now a new ver-
sion. The shell in the technical soft touch ma-
terial is enriched with solid wood armrests in 
American walnut. An innovative material and 
the craftsmanship in the wood manufacturing 
have created an authentic masterpiece.
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PARQUET
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Artèparquet is a tenacious company born by stub-
bornness of two young workers, that at present 
boast a twenty year experience, the company 
was founded in Barletta in the south of Italy, and it 
started to take it’s first steps here and in the nearby 
towns. Flowingly it takes part to national and inter-
national fairs catching the attention of foreign users 
that nowadays keep. On showing a wide interest 
for the product Made in Italy. Artèparquet realizes 
warm and pleasant floors with sliced, dried woods 
and as by tradition, handily scraped off and manu-
ally assembled. The different chromatic variations, 
the small imperfections of tone or consequential 
calibrations from workmanships manuals, are rigor-
ously typical characteristics of the handcraft man-
ufactured articles and they make every realization 
unique.

Artèparquet absorbs and scatters the best of tra-
ditional Italian arts and crafts. The parquet of our 
company fully reflects the idea of made in Italy as a 
guarantee of quality and good taste. Thanks to har-
mony between form and color the floor becomes 
a true work of art. The renewed tradition of ex-
cellence with creativity and intelligence of ideas to 
dress your ambient.
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ALICE
Wood: Teak
Glass: M29

ALICE
Wood: Oak Tone Black 
Glass: M04

ALICE 
Wood: Doussiè
Glass: M19

ALICE
Wood: Natural Oak 
Glass: M28

Our quadrottes are available in three different sizes, 
S, M, L with Murano Glass. Sometimes sizes can vary, 
they are typical features of handcrafts that make 
every creation unrepeatable.
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QUADROTTE MADE OF WOOD & GLASS
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ALESSIA
Wood: Oak Maple Wengè

ALESSIA 
Wood: Oak Afrormosia Jatobà

GAIA
Wood: Mixed

ALESSIA - GAIA
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YAMA
Wood: Guatambu Iroko Wegné
Procedure: Polished
Finishing: Natural Lacquered

YAMA
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AZALEA
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ARIANNA
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Fabbian Illuminazione was established in 1961 as 
a company manufacturing lighting appliances for 
homes and for contract work. This aspect together 
with tradition and quality has always been evident 
in the product, with the result that the company 
has gradually acquired international dimensions and 
recognition. Results have been achieved through 
continual research aimed at interpreting market de-
mands, while setting up precise marketing policies 
and strategies.
Fabbian, North East Italy based, manufactures all 
the components inside its own business units, gives 
her distinctive touch to new modern design trends 
through a wealth of styles, using advanced produc-
tion technologies, interpreting the new concept 
ideas from a pool of international architects and 
designers. Research and Design is carried out by a 
team of qualified experts using computerized pro-
cesses and control systems.
Experience, over a professional and qualified 
worldwide dealer net, always leads to the con-
solidation of specific technologies, forming a pro-
duction philosophy that cannot be separated from 
new research and constructional methods.
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D 66 KONE Floor Lamp. Kone is a family of elegant 
and effective designer lamps, completely made of 
polished chrome. This lamp projects a strong and de-
fined beam of light, ideal for lighting with elegance 
and discretion. Available in suspension (two diame-
ters), floor and ceiling lamps.

D 66 KONE Pendant Lamp. The contemporary de-
sign and elegance of the materials used for the Kone 
collection will add a touch of refinement to any 
room. The lamp runs on mains power and is suitable 
for use with halogen bulbs.
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D81 CRIO Pendant Lamp. The collection is the result of the studies made by designer Giovanni Minelli on the polyhedrons of Archimedes and the techniques for producing 
aluminium sheeting, and his painstaking research to create a balance between shape and thought, combined with a clear return to geometric rigour which aims to create a new 
classicism. Its outer structure is formed by the permeation of two different solids that conceal the light source. Particular attention was placed on the outer materials, to make 
this hanging lamp suitable for unique, elegant settings, which Crio enhances perfectly. D 81 Pendant Lamp is an original designer hanging light with white painted aluminum hood. 
Creates a soft beam of light thanks to the lighting of five energy-saving bulbs that filter from the diffuser in opal polymethacrylate.

by GIOVANNI MINELLI by PAOLO DE LUCCHI – ENRICA FREZZA
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D75 Bijou Applique. It a family of lamps in painted 
metal that encloses square and suspensions lamps , 
other wall lamps, floor lamps and suspensions in the 
softer shapes.

D75 BIJOU Pendant Lamp. Like many designers, 
Prospero Rasulo also took inspiration from the gen-
tle shapes of nature. Pendant lamps that seem to 
fall from the ceiling like drops of water, standard 
lamps that appear to blossom like flowers, windy 
and squared wall lamps that take control of the 
situation with patterns of light that underline their 
minimalist chic.

by PROSPERO RASULO
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D95 TILE project is inspired by nature, infinite hori-
zons and is made up of individual modules or groups of 
modules which create landscapes. It is based on natural, 
organic space that allows for many different layouts. A 
modular, lightweight lamp which is transparent, constantly 
changing and can be composed freely. The glass tiles are 
thus modules that can be used to create or divide public 
and private spaces, allowing fully personalized layouts.

D95 TILE is a modular system, a single unit is transpar-
ent crystal or colored glass. Tile is a lamp that surprises 
with its brightness and easy use: there are endless com-
positions that can be created by aggregating the indi-
vidual elements, to create walls of light s, room dividers, 
lamps that become the focal point of an environment.

by PAMIO DESIGN
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D87 FLOW Applique. The series of lamps in 24% lead 
crystal decorated with a refined texture. The brightness 
of these lamps varies depending on the color of the dif-
fuser: strong and defined with the chrome diffuser, soft 
with the white diffuser, direct with the transparent color. 
Fabbian Flow decorates and lightens with class.

D87 FLOW Pendant Lamp. An in-depth study was 
made to enhance the light produced by each lamp, 
leading to the possibility to vary the level of brightness 
depending on the colour of the diffuser: bold and de-
fined for the chrome-plated diffuser, soft for the white 
diffuser and direct with the transparent diffuser.

D87 FLOW was created as an elegant furnishing 
accessory and lighting fixture to be used anywhere, 
from the home to public spaces. The result is a range 
of lamps, decorated with a refined pattern that fits in 
perfectly with classic, richly decorated settings but 
also more contemporary and minimalist styles. 

by NICOLA DESIGN
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F34 EYES. What could be more simple than a glass 
ball? How can you give intensity to such an essential 
profile? Matali Crasset, the designer of Eyes took in-
spiration from these questions in order to create a 
this shape of lighting diffusers, and with three spots 
hollowed out inside the sphere was able to obtain 
the two different light intensities she was looking 
for. The Eyes lamp, similar to an amplifier, spreads a 
clear, bright energy through the fundamental glass 
element, diffusing light in every environment.

by MATALI CRASSET
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F05 ANGLE floor lamp offers the height of ele-
gance and efficiency with minimum energy consump-
tion. The floor lamp has a structure in liquid painted 
carbon, the base is painted matte black. The tilting 
light source of the floor lamp is equipped with a 
high efficiency LED. Available in white or black.

by PAMIO DESIGN
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F32 MULTISPOT BELUGA. The Beluga collection is 
made up of hanging lamps for indoor use. The ceiling 
roses, in different shapes and sizes, are made in white 
painted aluminium and come either with the stand-
ard maximum number of holes, or customised on re-
quest. The diffusers of the Beluga series, available in 
3 lengths of electrical cable, are composed of trans-
parent lead crystal spheres. The lamps run on a very 
low voltage (12V) and are suitable for halogen bulbs.

F32 MULTISPOT Concept. Constant research for 
exclusive touches has led to the creation of a lamp 
with a personalised, unique and exquisite shape: Mul-
tispot. The particular modular system was designed 
to give the architect the possibility of establishing 
the heights at which to position diffusers and lighting 
points, thus adapting the lamp to any project. The 
product can be perfectly adapted to suit any envi-
ronment thanks also to the range of different sizes 
of ceiling rose available. It is entirely customised.

F32 MY MULTISPOT TOOBY is made up of hang-
ing lamps for indoor use. The ceiling roses, in differ-
ent shapes and sizes, are made in white painted alu-
minium. The diffusers of the Tooby series, available in 
3 lengths of electrical cable, are composed of cylin-
drical elements, in borosilicate glass (Pyrex®), with a 
ribbed plastic cylindrical element inside to diffuse 
the light evenly along the entire tube.
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by NANNE DE RU - MARC SADLER
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F14 GIUNCO Ceiling Lamp. The collection is made up of one floor lamp model 
and two ceiling lamps, for indoor and outdoor use. The stalks, which act as diffusers, 
are made in white plastic reinforced with fibreglass, with a light source at the end. 
The metallic white base is spray-painted. The lamp runs on mains voltage with a 
double LED lighting   fitted with a separate switch. 

F14 GIUNCO Floor Lamp. Inspired by nature, this LED lamp is formed by stems in 
white plastic loaded with fiber glass and a metal structure painted white powder. 
The floor lamp version combined with various pieces can recreate the atmosphere 
of an elegant Zen garden in the home.

by MARC SADLER
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F23 STICK. The collection consists of a table lamp, a 
wall lamp, four floor lamps and five suspension lamps 
featuring four different diffuser shapes. Light diffusion 
is by means of a frame decorated with Ayous wood 
strips. The lamp structure is in coated metal. The pole 
of the floor lamps is in Toulipier wood or wholly in 
coated metal. The light bulb is energy saving.

F23 STICK stems from an Ayous wood module, the 
shape of which is inspired by that of a pair of pliers: two 
bent elements stretched apart by a central support. 
Modules made in a flexible material are joined together 
and “tamed” to surround the light source. The light pro-
duced is veiled by the smoothness of the wood.

by MATALI CRASSET
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by FE DESIGN
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F35 LOOP is a “dancing” lamp that hovers in the air 
with grace and elegance, exerting a charm through 
the movements of its forms. The fine and delicate 
glass makes it seem lightweight in this strange flight. 
Loop floats peacefully in infinity, and swings as 
though in space, like the pleats of a skirt moving in 
the wind or the agile transportation of a jellyfish.

by CONSTANCE GUISSET

F33 LAMINIS. In this project, the aim of the designers at FE Design was to create 
an object that would design space with light. The single tiles, combined together 
like a precious mosaic, create multi-sided luminous structures discretely enriching 
each ambient and opening scenarios for any architectural project. Great attention 
was placed on the production of the glass panels, that are made entirely by hand by 
master glass-makers, with melted glass which is moulded and form the set designs. 
The collection is composed of hanging lamps in due sizes and modular ceiling and 
wall lamp models for indoor use, with a metal structure.
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KARMAN ITALIA. Founded in 2005 the company 
succeeds after a few years in the aim of creating a 
strong brand identity for an unconventional deco-
rative, design lighting which is proudly made in Italy.
The designers’ inspiration and a good communica-
tion of the brand which sometimes appears pro-
vocatively ironical contribute in making the brand 
itself striking and unique. Karman loves to deal with 
materials of different kinds and with collections of 
products whose lines are smooth, graceful and in-
spired which help providing to every single lamp a 
kind of special lighting: a lighting bearing a soul.

NORMA M BY EDMONDO TESTAGUZZA 
Norma M. That is one of the “M”any games we 
played at that time. The wind was always with us. 
Dangling in space, hanging like stars we were shining 
in the blue night (to Norma M.). Structure in matte 
white or black ceramic, shade in white or black linen.
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Seven suspensions, seven different shapes and the 
wish of Matteo Ugolini to work on a smaller scale 
by designing more intimate and emotional solutions. 
Therefore “dwarfs” because of their dimension as 
well as for the main irony which can be identified 
in that new Karman collection. All models remind 
of the main characters of Brother Grimm’s fairy tale: 
each one with its main feature. All of them are in 
concrete, matt and highly tactile, printed in some 
of them with a fabric pattern, showing the main 
care of Karman for the love of details. As a counter-
weight to that rough material LED sources creating 
an overflowing and spread lighting effect. 

BIANCALUCE. To complete the collection Bian-
caluce a suspension with two souls: concrete in the 
upper part and shade in metallic thread conveying 
to that model a magical lightness. Some of the prod-
ucts of the collection Settenani can be used both in-
doors and outdoors. In this case, they are equipped 
with the latest generation of LED and they are very 
efficient.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Au Revoir. Everything comes to an end and unfor-
tunately also good times and nice objects: au revoir 
represents that extraordinary moment fading away...
which will be lasting forever in our recollections. 
Structure in white opal glass in triple layer.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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24 Karati Octagonal & Teardrop Pendant. If all that glit-
ters is gold, the 24 Karati Octagonal pendant, designed 
by Matteo Ugolini, will add a glistening accent point to 
any space. Available in opaque milk-white and translu-
cent pale yellow or smoky clear triple-layered glass, 
the pendant is handcrafted in Italy. What other coun-
try in the world inspires more romantic gestures? We 
wager none, so consider these pendants amorous ele-
ments for interiors where a fairy-tale mood is desired.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Each Atelier Pendant designed by Matteo Ugolini, in-
spires thoughts of the dressmaker’s form and beautiful 
gowns during a time when crinolines were all the rage. 
Think of this as a space’s opportunity to be bathed in 
haute couture, as each shade, when brushed with ecru 
paint, becomes unique. Line them up or group them and 
you’ve created your own luminous runway show wor-
thy of the world’s most meticulous fashion designer.

by MATTEU UGOLINI
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Black Out Pendant. The pace demanded by our bustling lives 
seems to pick up speed each and every year. With this tempestu-
ous tempo in mind, designer Matteo Ugolini created the perfect 
antidote in the Black Out Large Pendant. Switch it on, see it bathe 
a space in a restful glow, and watch as it arouses sighs and relaxes 
shoulders, whether the setting is an office, a restaurant or a beauti-
fully appointed home. The pendant has a structure of white-paint-
ed metal and comes in two hues of fiberglass: white and clear

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Birdy Pendant. Why would a caged bird sing? This question has occu-
pied the minds of some of the world’s greatest artists, poet Maya An-
gelou and musician Sting to name but two. Well, we have found the 
answer in the Birdy pendant designed by Stefano Bizzarri and Claudio 
Cinti of Studio Bizzarri. What winged creature wouldn’t be all atwit-
ter set within such a whimsical creation, available in both matt black 
lacquered metal and matt white lacquered metal? At 45.25 inches, 
this version is a bit longer and leaner than the compact pendant.

by STEFANO BIZZARRI
- CLAUDIO CINTI
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Crash Suspension. The clever host or hostess is al-
ways looking for ways to dazzle during an inviting 
soirée, whether the entertainer is a chef, restaura-
teur, hotelier, CEO, spa owner or the most popular 
mom on the block. Designer Matteo Ugolini collided 
with good taste with his Crash pendant and Crash 
tray, each of which reflect the other’s inconsisten-
cies like a charming version of yin and yang.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Brontolo belongs to the collection Sette Nani that 
transports us to the fairy tales, specifically snow 
white and the seven dwarfs. Seven lamps represent 
the seven dwarfs of the known story. Made of un-
painted cement suspension lamp. Version available 
inside and outside.

by MATTEO UGOLINI



Domenica Pendant and Applique. The reverbera-
tion of church bells wafting across a bucolic coun-
tryside have ushered in the ease of Sunday after-
noons as far back as humanity can remember. The 
desire to capture this effortless ambiance in a light 
fixture was a veritable crusade for designers Luca 
De Bona and Dario De Meo, who envisioned the 
Domenica Large pendant made of white plaster. Its 
intricately ornamented bell-shaped body is finished 
off with either golden brown or white wire netting 
for an ethereal profile that hits all the high notes.

by LUCA DE BONA - DARIO DE MEO
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Dotto Floor lamp Settenani Collection with base in 
concrete and column anthracite grey metallic. Cucci-
olo Table lamp Settenani Collection with base in un-
painted cement and steel structure in anthracite grey.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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The Eden Aspen wall fixture is like a cocoon of light 
bundled into the shape of the beautiful Aspen leaf 
that flourishes high in the Rocky Mountains. The fix-
ture, called the Eden in Italy where it was born (ref-
erencing the Garden where Adam met Eve), was 
designed by Matteo Ugolini. It has an iron structure 
that is covered in white Lycra to create an ethereal 
glow mimicking nature’s most powerful nighttime 
element, the moon. Place it on its own or pair it with 
the Eden Laurel and Eden Magnolia wall lights for a 
playful elemental statement.

Erbavoglio is a magical and mysterious grass, nobody 
knows where does it grow and which might be its 
main power. Nobody had seen it until it showed 
up in Karman’s garden. Matteo Ugolini took care of 
it with love and one day a special lamp was born 
enlighting with the intensity of Spring season every 
room in both versions as indoor and outdoor wir-
ing. Erbavoglio is green like hope and represents the 
wish to be surrounded by objects which can con-
vey positiveness.

by MATTEO UGOLINI  

Gangster Pendant. No one ever thinks of the bad guy 
wearing white so the Gangster Slim Body pendant 
is a juxtaposition of design vision and irony. There 
are two finishes within this family of simple shapes: 
white ceramic on the interior and exterior, and a 
white ceramic version with a bronze interior for a 
glint of devil-may-care. Designed by Matteo Ugolini, 
the Gangster will steal the show within any interior.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Gongolo.The Settenani family of lights, designed by 
Matteo Ugolini, is made up of seven different “char-
acters” in concrete, constituting the designer’s riff 
on the gnome-sized smiling dwarfs that have orna-
mented gardens since the Brothers Grimm penned 
their fanciful “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.” 
The tactile matt concrete exterior of the Settenani 
Gongolo pendant with its intended distressed feel 
comes with a dash of unabashed attitude.

by MATTEO UGOLINI

Le Trulle. You would have to trek to the Itria Valley 
to understand the nostalgic reference the Le Trulle 
Grand pendant evokes for Italian designer Edmon-
do Testaguzza. A Trulli is a traditional stone hut with 
a conical limestone roof found in the Apulia region 
of Italy. The playful profile Testaguzza conjured up 
for this pendant, made of natural ceramic and wire, 
is his heartfelt nod to this building style’s epoch in 
the 1800s.

by EDMONDO TESTAGUZZA
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Life Floor Lamp and Pendant. Remember those 
perfectly aged pair of jeans worn to the point of 
supple softness and edgy pride? That pretty much 
sums up the Life Bell floor lamp. Designed by Mat-
teo Ugolini, this version of Life holds a fluted bell-
shaped shade with scalloped edges perched atop 
an industrial chic metal base. A bit of color is added 
to white denim into which a pattern is cut with a 
laser - seemingly at random, though this is far from 
the case. The fabric is then stonewashed to add that 
feel of near mystical chic that made those jeans (and 
this fixture) look better and better over time.

by MATTEO UGOLINI

Moby Dick Compact Pendant. Literary history was 
made when the great Herman Melville penned his 
lauded novel. Lighting history is being made with 
the Moby Dick compact pendant, which floats 
above a room as commandingly as its namesake 
while being reflectively ethereal given its glowing 
fiberglass countenance. Designer Matteo Ugolini 
was channeling the great author with this fixture, 
which embodies the writer’s claim: “It is not down 
on any map; true places never are.”

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Mono Pendant. Taking cues from forward-think-
ing fashion, Giovanna Colapristi, a design student 
at ABAVerona (the Academy of Fine Arts in Ve-
rona), envisioned a cage-crinoline inspired idea of 
daylight’s illumination when she created the Mono 
pendant. Its white fiberglass shade fairly floats 
above its rust-colored iron wire frame. It was her 
professor Sotirios Papadopoulos who oversaw the 
project and introduced her design to Karman. Here’s 
to poetic affiliations the likes of Emily Dickinson’s el-
oquence: “Make me a picture of the sun -/ So I can 
hang it in my room -/ And make believe I’m getting 
warm/ When others call it ‘Day’!”

by  GIOVANNA COLAPRISTI, 
ABAVERONA. COORDINATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

by PROF. SOTIRIOS PAPADOPOULOS by MATTEO UGOLINI

Who is Marnìn? To be honest that is not the main 
thing, since what is really important is what really 
Marnìn arouses in us all. Marnìn represents the past 
that everyone carries with himself: a timeless, uni-
versal past made by tales, stories and teachings still 
valid at the present days. Marnìn is a word to the 
wise, a guiding light, a symbol and at the same time 
a deer with a pure white surface covering existing 
in fairy tales and just because it’s dressed up with 
dreams it bears a bulb instead of its mouth speak-
ing a special language of lighting. It enlightens and at 
the same time helps reverting to our childhood and 
gives as a gift a time to dream.
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Plancton Big and Small Pendant. As if wafting 
through a liquid world of mystery, the Plancton 
grand pendant, in fiberglass, is Matteo Ugolini’s hom-
age to floating plankton. The serrated unfinished 
edges of the fixture inspire thoughts of the dainty 
waving arms of sea coral. Painted white, these pen-
dants emit a candlelight glow; in grey, a paler majes-
ty, the moonscape, is called to mind.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Pietro Floor Lamp and Pendant. Like elegantly 
sculpted stones floating on dainty threads, the Pi-
etro pendant, designed by Matteo Ugolini, is a Zen-
like study in illuminated tranquility. Its matt ceramic 
exterior hugs the light within its heart, emitting it 
as a soothing glow once it flows from its interior. 
Grouped in sets of three or more at varying heights, 
these celestial bodies become veritable installa-
tions of illuminated art.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Sirio are sets of hexagonal shaped lamps produced 
in bent metal with little openings that fill up with 
light. The darts of brightness are significantly like 
bright stars in the dark of evening.

by STEFANO BIZZARRI - CLAUDIO CINTI 
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Nando Grip Pendant. This family of pendants is a nod 
to Ferdinando Innocenti, who founded the machin-
ery-works company Innocenti and was the creator 
of the Lambretta motor scooter. Designers Luca De 
Bona and Dario De Meo created the fixtures, which 
are made of punched metal with lacquered finishes 
in gold, white and gray. To pay homage to the cel-
ebrated Italian businessman who began his career as 
a blacksmith, each design is striking hung singly, but 
clustered in a group the Nando Handlebar pendant 
and Nando Grip pendant will take a space whizzing 
past ho-hum to well done!

by LUCA DE BONA - DARIO DE MEO
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Ti.Vedo Table Lamp and Applique. Humphrey Bo-
gart made the toast, “Here’s looking at you, kid!” 
famous in the classic film Casablanca. The Ti.Vedo 
table lamp may be playful in its attitude but it’s 
as suave at making eyes at you as the lauded actor 
was! Matteo Ugolini created this adorable nocturnal 
creature made of white ceramic, which has a dis-
tinct advantage over its wild counterparts—it’s The 
Owl you will want to welcome into your interiors.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Sisma Floor Lamp and Pendant. With ground-shak-
ing style the Sisma floor lamp, designed by Matteo 
Ugolini, calls to mind the brawn of the well-muscled 
construction crew. But this is a dexterous contingent, 
as the fixtures are flawlessly shaped from ribbed re-
bar, then draped with cords that mimic the caged 
bulbs on jobsites that hang like corralled stars to illu-
minate the progress of our captains of industry. Two 
finishes are available—natural or painted white.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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The Twist Convex Floor Lamp, Pendant and Table 
Lamp stylishly meld gray fabric and black mesh on 
a black-painted metal base to evoke mid-century 
modern notes of coolness. Were designers Stefano 
Bizzarri and Claudio Cinti of Studio Bizzarri channe-
ling the days of Mad Men when they envisioned this 
family of fixtures? Think offices sprinkled with bar-
carts and bouffants being illuminated by Twist and 
you’re suddenly swinging on Madison Avenue during 
the glory days!

by STEFANO BIZZARRI - CLAUDIO CINTI
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Tweet Suspension Lamp with metal frame painted 
white, white or green cuckoo clock integrated. A 
cuckoo clock is integrated to the lamp marks the 
rhythm of our dream and opens the door to an 
enchanted forest where, through jagged profiles, 
leaked flashes of light and a warm atmosphere.

by MATTEO UGOLINI



Eolo. Matt concrete exterior of the Settenani Eolo pendant with its intended dis-
tressed feel comes with a dash of unabashed attitude.

Mammolo & Pisolo. The tactile matt concrete exterior of the Settenani Mammolo 
pendant, in the classic shape of petite French lampshades, has subtle imprinting to 
mimic a frilly frock Snow White wouldn’t have been grumpy to wear.
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by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Ululì Pendant and Floor Lamp. Might we say you’ll 
be over the moon for the Ululì pendant designed 
by Matteo Ugolini? The fiberglass globe is embed-
ded with lace for a continental serving of textural 
beauty. These planetary personalities are 17 3/4” 
in diameter and there are two color combinations 
with only subtle differences: the one that ap-
pears to have a candlelight glow is painted white 
and the one that appears a purer white is painted 
gray—think of them as the moon’s illumination to the 
earth’s shadow.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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Wow is a magician’s top hat where white rabbits are 
supposed to come out from and at the same time is 
an expression of amazement we are all used to say 
to express wonder! It’s the unexpected, unusual able 
to add liveliness to our everyday life. WOW is an 
ironical lamp with a very plain structure: white linen 
amplifies emotions and the rabbit ready to spring 
out of the top hat leads us to a magic and striking 
tale. A contemporary fairy tale, which can be told 
both in a modern loft as well as in a country house.

by MATTEO UGOLINI
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